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SUMMARY: IMPACT OF CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
ACT ON FINANCE COMMITTEE

The Congressional Budget Act of 1974 (titles I-IX of Public Law
93-344), provides the mechanisms and procedures for Congress to
establish its own annual Federal budget and to consider spending,
revenue, and debt limit legislation in the context of that budget. The
provisions of the act have a number of effects on the consideration of
legislation handled by ti.e Committee on Finance.

The major provisions affecting the Finance Committee are the
following:

1. By March 15 of each year, the Finance Committee must submit
a report to the Budget Committee estimating the effect that Finance
Committee legislation will have on expenditures, revenues, and the
debt limit during the next fiscal year, and presenting the committee's
views and estimates with respect to revenues and the debt limit. (Last
year's report appears in appendix A of this pamphlet.)

2. Certain kinds of legislation have to be handled before specific
dates. Revenue and debt limit legislation for the upcoming fiscal year,
and legislation increasing expenditures in such areas as social security
and welfare, cannot be considered by the Senate before May 15. How-
ever, procedures are provided for waiving these restrictions, ordinarily
by obtaining Budget Committee approval of a resolution permitting
immediate Senate consideration.

3. If the Finance Committee reports legislation affecting welfare,
medicaid, social services, and other non-trust-fund entitlement pro-
grams, and it exceeds the amount budgeted in the most recent concur-
rent budget resolution, the legislation is to be referred to the Appro-
priations Committee for 15 days.

4. By May 15, Congress completes action on a first concurrent
budget resolution for the coming fiscal year setting appropriate
revenue, spending, and deficit levels. While the amounts shown in this
first resolution are not binding in the sense that they can subject a
bill to point of order, they are intended to serve as overall guidelines
in the consideration of revenue and spending legislation.

5. In September of each year, the Congress debates and adopts a
concurrent resolution setting appropriate spending, revenue, and debt
limit levels for the coming fiscal year. The resolution can direct the
Finance Committee to report legislation raising taxes or cutting back
on spending programs within the committee's jurisdiction. The overall
spending and revenue totals in the second resolution are binding.

(1)



CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET AND IMPOUNDMENT
CONTROL ACT OF 1974 (PUBLIC LAW 93-44)

L Overall View

OUTLINE OF CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET PROCESS UNDER
PUBLIC LAW N3444

On April 15 of each year, the Budget Committees of the House and
Senate report to their respective Houses a concurrent resolution which
is, in effect, a congressional budget document setting forth appropriate
levels for spending, revenues and public debt for the coming fiscal
year. The spending levels are broken down into functional categories
(such as "health," "income security," "national defense"). The rec-
ommendations in the resolution reported by the Budget Committee are
subject to debate and amendment. When agreed to by House and Sen-
ate (by May 15), the resolution represents congressional judgment
of the appropriate fiscal situation for the coming year, although the
amounts set forth in it are not otherwise binding.

After the May 15 adoption of the concurrent resolution, action on
spending and revenue bills proceeds through early September. In the
first half of September, a second concurrent resolution on the budget
is considered by the Congress, which revises or reaffirms the earlier
resolution and which can direct the appropriate committees to report
legislation changing spending, revenue, or debt limit levels (or any
combination of the three). Upon adoption of the resolution, com-
mittees directed to do so are to report the legislation called for by
the resolution, and this legislation is then debated by Congress as
part of a !'reconciliation bill." Public Law 93-344 calls for action on
this reconciliation bill to be completed by September 25, 5 days before
the start of the new Federal fiscal year which will run from October 1
to September 30.

WAIVER OF RULES REGARDING BUDGET PROCEDURE

All the rules applicable to Senate procedures under the Congres-
sional Budget Act can be suspended by a majority vote of the Senate.
In addition, the act includes a special waiver procedure in connection
with the provisions requiring that authorization bills not be acted on
after May 15 and that revenue, debt limit, and spending bills (includ-
ing social security, welfare, etc.) not be acted on before May 15. If a
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committee wished to have such legislation considered outside of the
prescribed time, it would report out a resolution providing for waiver
of the rule. This resolution would be referred to the Budget Commit-
tee which would have 10 days in which to consider and make its
recommendations with respect to the waiver. Once the resolution is
approved by the Budget Committee (or after 10 days in any case),
the resolution of waiver would be voted upon by the Senate, and, if
it is approved, the Senate could proceed to consider the legislation.

Z. Impact of Public Law 9-344 on Finance Committee

LEGISLATION WHICH RESULTS IN ADDITIONAL FEDERAL SPENDING

Annual/ report to Budg Committee.-Each year, prior to the
consideration of the first concurrent resolution on the budget, each
committee is required to make a&report to the Budget Committee esti-
mating the amount of additional Federal spending during the coming
fiscal year which will result from legislation under the committee's
jurisdiction. This report is due no later than March 15. In 1978, the
Budget Committee sent a letter to each committee requesting that
views also be provided with respect to the 5-year budgetary outlook. A
similar request from the Budget Committee has been received this
year.

Report after adoption of concurrent budget reoution.-The conference
report on each budget resolution allocates the outlay and budget
authority totals among the various committees. Each committee is
then required, after consultation with the appropriate counterpart
committee in the House of Representatives, to subdivide its allocation
of new budget authority and outlays among the programs under its
jurisdiction (or among its subcommittees). These allocations subse-
quently serve as the basis for scorekeeping reports and for judging
whether particular legIiative proposals are consistent with tie budget
resolution.

Limitation on coneideration of spending bill.-The Congressional
Budget Act provides that bills involving entitlement programs (such
as welfare or medicaid) and bills directly increasing budget authority
(suck as social security or unemployment insurance) may not be con-
sidered in the Senate prior to the May 15 adoption of the first concur-
rent budget resolution. This requirement may be waived under the
special waiver procedure or by a majority vote of the Senate to sus-
pond this rule. The act also requires that action on legislation of this
type be completed by the seventh day after Labor Day. In addition,
entitlement legislation (other than trust fund legislation) reported
after January 1 of any year may not have an effective date prior to
October I of that year.



Desdlus. for rtpwOiAf .bukffutV eaiLoat which
authoruam appropriate kbut does not nany require L! am)
has to be reported by May 15 preme-ung the fical year for which the
appropnations are authorued. (The act mcdudes a procedure under
wthch ths deadline may be waived by SeNate resolution; the rule may
also be subpenued by a majur.ty vote of the Senate) The Committe
on Finaace hs iwdxtoa over A*ma prtvams whi.h fall in this
category, buch ,8 gran to w Stit fur hduld welfare -viceas and for
materal and child heet. However, f such authorntions are in-
cluded in eautiemeait oi uut ftd rds w tich may not be reported
prior to May 1'5) Lha pruvtIa Joes aut ar"iiy

lmpad of cOvrcirrerI IAi J4, .t iao.-The first
concurrent fmmnutuon, wthulii a o te W paied about May 15, setw
targets fur speidkLg in various armaa

While the budget wtais dauutled ia the tinrt resolutwon re in the
nature of tar-get and are aut btcuy manutawry, they tend to establish
fairly firmly the gLuuweiie, wuLiun wtuch the Congrea considers
legibaluun afte t ng revenues &ad spendiag. Thus, if uarealitic ob-
jectaves are wbed in setting tirst resokutuon totals, committees may
subtequentdy find their ability to act on deaired legislation impaired.

At the beguinmig of calendar year 1977, for example, the President
propowd certain cutbacks um the income security and health functions
which the Finance Committee considered overly optimisic. Never-
theless, the committee included thebe savings in its report to the
Budget Committee, adding the following caution:

"As with the health function, the committee notes that the Presi-
dent's budget assumes substantial cost reductions in the social security
program. While the committee believes that those budget assumptiens
may present an optimistic estimate of the savings that can be achieved,
it recommends acceptance of those estimates as a goal at this time."

Despite the cautionary note, the Budget Committee incorporated
these proposed savings in the first resolution. At a later date (July 21,
1977), the chairman of the Budget Committee indicated that the Bud-
get Committee would attempt to enforce these savings despite the
Finance Committee's earlier indication that it considered them
overoptimistic.

A second concurrent resolution is to be passed in mid-September,
and this resolution not only sets appropriate spending levels but may
direct the committees having jurisdiction over spending legislation to
report measures to rescind previously enacted spending authority so
as to bring spending for the coming fiscal year within the levels
determined to be appropriate. In the case of the Committee on
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Finance, this may include a requirement that the committee report
legislation to defer or reduce benefits under entitlement programs in-
cluding both trust fund programs (such as unemployment insurance or
social security) and non-trust-fund programs (such as welfare, social
services or medicaid).

After the beginning of a fiscal year, new spending measures for that
fiscal year would be subject to a point of order if they would cause
the spending limits in the concurrent resolution passed just before thebeginning of that year to be exceeded. In the case of the Committee on
Finance, this limitation would apply to entitlement legislation dealing
with both trust fund and non-trust-fund programs. (A new conciur-
rent resolution could, however, be passed to authorize such additional
spending, or the rule could be suspended by a majority vote of the
Senat )

Apprapriation Com*Wie review of ettitlenent bi1i.--Igisa-
tion in such areas as supplemental security income, welfare, social
services, or medicaid creates an entitlement to payments on the part
of individuals or State or local governments even though these pro-
grams are funded through appropriation acts. The Congressional
Budget Act requires that any future legislation which would create
new entitlement programs or increase existing ones must be referred
to the Appropriations Committee for a period of 15 days after it is
reported by the substantive committee, if its enactment would exceed
the amount provided for in the first budget resolution. The Appro-
priations Committee could not recommend any substantive changes in
the legislation (e.g., lower individual benefit amounts), but it could
recommend an amendment to limit th,3 total amount of funding avail-
able for the legislation. If such amendment is approved by the Sen-
ate, the substantive committee might have to propose a further amend-
ment to conform the legislation to that funding limit.

The requirement of referral to the Appropriations Committee would
not apply to legislation affecting existing Social Security Act trust
fund programs or other trust fund programs substantially funded
through earmarked revenues. It would also not apply to legislation
amending the general revenue sharing program to the extent that
such legislation included an exemption from that requirement.

In the past, refundable tax credits were treated for purposes of the
Congressional Budget Process as revenue reductions. Under revised
procedures adopted last year, the budget process now treats the refand-
able aspects of such credits as "outlays" thus bringing them within
the scope of the above described provisions related to Appropriations
Committee review of entitlement bills. In addition, the authority pre-
viously used for disbursing the refundable part of tax credits has been
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the permanent appropriation for tax refunds. This permanent appro-
priation was amended last year so as to require annual appropriations
for this purpose. The text of the amendment adopted last year reads
as follows:

"No disbursement may be made from the appropriation to the
Treasury Department entitled 'Bureau of Internal Revenue Re-
funding Internal-Revenue Collections' except (a) refunds to the
limit of liability of an individual tax account, and (b) refunds due
from any credit provision of the Internal Revenue Code enacted
prior to January 1, 1978.". (Sec. 304, P.L. 95-"55.)

Report on spending legialation.-The Congressional Budget Act
requires the committee, in reporting legislation involving increased
spending, to include in the report information showing how that
spending compares with the amount of spending provided for in the
most recent concurrent budget resolution and showing the extent to
which the legislation provides financial aid to States and localities.
In addition, the report is required, to the extent practicable, to
provide a projection for five fiscal years of the spending which will
result from the legislation.

LEGISLATION RELATING TO REVENUE AND DEBT LIMIT

Annual report to the Budget Committee.-The March 15 annual
report to the Budget Committee which is described above also must,
in the case of the Finance Committee, present views and estimates of
the committee with regard to revenues and the debt limit.

No revenue legislation prior to May 15.-Under the Budget Act,
debt limit or revenue legislation for the upcoming fiscal year is not
in order for consideration by the Senate (or House) prior to the
adoption of the first concurrent resolution on the budget (about
May 15). This rule would not prevent action on revenue changes to
be effective in years after the upcoming fiscal year. (A procedure for
waiving this limitation is provided for; the rule could also be sus-
pended by a majority vote of the Senate.)

The exact wording of this provision of the Budget Act is not entirely
clear. Recently, the Senate Budget Committee adopted the position
that this restriction required that there be no increase or decrease in
revenues to become effective in the next fiscal year for which no budget
resolution had been adopted. Consequently, a point of order was
raised during the consideration of the 1978 tax-cut bill (ILR. 18511)
against an amendment by Senator Roth on the grounds that it pro-
vided for a revenue change effective in fiscal year 1980. (The first
budget resolution for fiscal year 1980 will not be adopted until approx-
imately May 15, 1979). The position of the Finance Committee was
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that this restriction in the Budget Act only applied from the beginning
of the calendar year, when the process of developing the fiscal 1980
budget resolution has begun. Once that resolution has been approved,
revenue changes may be considered throughout the remainder of thi
calendar year which would be effective for the fiscal year to which
the resolution applies and for any future fiscal year.

The point of order raised by the Budget Committee was sustained
by the chair, but the ruling of the chair was overturned by the Senate
on a vote of 88 to 48. This occurred on October 5,1978.

Impact of budget ,.wution.-As with spdg measures, the first
concurrent resolution adopted in mid-May sets targets with rese
to revenue and debt limit legislation, and the second concurrent reso-
lution in September may direct the Committee on Finance to report
legislation to achieve the changes in aggregate revenues or in the debt
limit which the Congress determines to be appropriate. Such legisla-
tion would have to be reported in time to be included in the reconcilia-
tion bill which would be acted upon before the October I start of the
fiscal year. Once a second resolution on the budget is adopted by the
Congress, any legislation which would cause the total revenues to be
reduced below the level specified in the budget resolution would be
subject to a point of order. If the second budget resolution sets a reve-
nue target which exactly matches the projected revenues under exist-
ing law (or any expecteI modifications to existing law), even minor
bills having nearly negligible revenue impacts can be rejected on a
point of order. As indicated above in describing the impact of the
resolution on spend legislation, even the "nonmandatory" first reso-
lution tends to be given great weight in the actual consideration of
legislation. Thus, if the first resolution includes unrealistic revenue
goals, the committee may face difficulties in the consideration of any
revenue legislation.

Required report on tax ezpenditurew.-The Congressional Budget
Act defines the term "tax expenditures" to include any revenue losses
attributable to tax provisions such as income exclusions, tax credits or
deferrals, or preferential tax rates. The law requires that t%. commit-
tee report accompanying legislation to provide new or increased tax
expenditures include information as to how such legislation will affect
the level of tax expenditures under existing law. The report will also
have to include (to the extent practicable) a projection of the tax
expenditures resulting from the legislation over a period of five fiscal
years.

0
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March 15 Report to
Budget Committee
*Views and estimates of Finance

Committee on-
Expenditures
Revenues
Tax expenditures
Public debt

"Relating both to existing
law and proposals to
change existing law
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Chart I

March 15 Report to Budget Committee

Under the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, the Committee on
the Budget is required by April 15 of each year to report to the Sen-
ate a concurrent resolution on the budget which is, in effect, a pro-
posed congressional budget document setting forth appropriate levels
of Federal expenditure and revenue, surplus or deficit, and related
matters. To assist the Budget Committee in making the judgments
necessary to develop such a congressional budget the act also man-
dates that each committee send to the Budget Committee its views and
estimates on those aspects of the budget which fall within its juris-
diction. This report is due by March 15 of each year.

In the case of the Committee on Finance, the March 15 report to
the Budget Committee must cover the expenditure programs under
Finance Committee jurisdiction which are listed on chart 3, Federal
revenues, tax expenditures, and the public debt. With respect to
each of these matters, the committee is required to provide its views
and estimates as to the levels anticipated under existing law or under
any changes to existing law which the committee expects. The period
to be covered by the report to the Budget Committee is fiscal year 1980
(October 1979 to September 1980). The BMidget Committee has re-
(ilkested that. Committees also include in this year's report their views on
the 5-year lkudgetary outlook. In respon.-e to a similar re(p&est last year.
the Committee seint a stppleihiital letter to the tBudget Committee.
This SUjpllelnental letter is repri uted-along with. the basic "March
15" report. letter of last year in AppeK'ndix A of this document.

Section 301 (c) of the Conigressional Budget Act which deals with
the March 15 report to the Budget Committee is iiicluded in the ex-
('erpts from that act which aplpar at the end of this pamphlet as
appendix B.
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Economic Assumptions
(dollrs in billions)

1978
Gross nationalOfoduct:

Current dollars
Constant dollars

(OgM2 dolars)
PemtchtanI~t in

Personal income

Wa*s and salaries
coorate profits
Cwsumer pnrceindex:

increase over prior
year

Unemploy rate

1979

$2,106 $2,343
1,384 1/430

1980

$2565
JA6

3.3% 2.5%

$1707 $1,894
1,101 1,217
202 227
76%1 8.2%

02,078
1,335
237
6.7%

6.0% 6.0% 6.27%

e
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Chart 2

Economic Assumptions

The March 15 report to the Budget Committee which is required
by tCe Congressional Budget Act of 1974 represents the Finance
Committee's views as to revenues, expenditures and other budgetary
matters for the coming fiscal year both under existing law and under
any anticipated changes. The level of these items, however, is affected
not only by legislation but also by various economic factors about
which there can reasonably be differences of opinion. These differences
can reflect divergent viewpoints as to how the economy will operate
and also divergent viewpoints as to the type of legislation which may
be enacted to affect the operations of the economy. Different programs
are particularly sensitive to different aspects of the economy. For ex-
ample, expenditures under social security are sensitive to the Con-
sumer Price Index since that program includes an automatic cost-of-
living increase provision. The unemployment insurance program does
not incorporate such a provision but is, of course, particularly sensitive
to the amount of unemployment. Revenues. similarly, are heavily af-
fected by personal income and by corporate profits and, in the case of
payroll tax revenues, by wages and salaries.

This chart presents a selection of the most significant economic in-
dicators as estimated in the budget submitted in January by the
President.

39-317 0 - 79 - 2
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Major Expenditure Programs underFinance Committee Jurisdction

'Social security cash benefits
*Supplemental security income for

the aged, blind, and disabled
*Welfare programs for families:

Aid to families with dependent
children

Work incentive p"gram
Child support

*Social services
* Unemployment compensation
*Health programs:

Medicare
Medicaid
Mtrnal and child health

o Revenue sharing
*Sugar Act
@ Interest on the public debt

w



Chart 3

Major Expenditure Programs Under Finance Committee
Jurisdiction

This chart lists the major programs involving an expenditure of
Federal funds which come within the legislative jurisdiction of the
Committee on Finance. Each of these programs is covered in more
detail in the following charts, Interest on the public debt is included
as an expenditure program since it does constitute a significant part
0f the Federal expenditures budget even though the level of expendi-
ture in this category is not subject to legislative control by the com-
mittee in the same sense as expenditures under the other programs
listed.

Under a revision in the Congressional budget procedures adopted in
the 95th Congress, refundable tax credits are now treated as revenue
items insofar as they serve to reduce tax liability and as "outlay"
items insofar as they exceed tax liability. Because such provisions are
in fact considered by the committee and the Congress in the context
of revenue legislation, however, they are discussed in this document at
the same point as other revenue items--that is, on charts 14 and 15.
(The refundable tax credits having significant budgetary impact in
fiscal 1980 are the earned income tax credit and the proposed real wage
insurance provision.)

(16)
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Soc Pcur BencfiThst Ftiinbillims)

Present UZ04"
Income 1172 f1328 t5O9 #1652$1'f.4

outgo 117.4 1301 1295
Increase or

asetasa
pmrcent Of

1539 163.1

"0.2 +26 2854 41%,34142
28% 261* ;F% 9% 34%

*Inciudes 22biIIion fromrequin more
frequent deposit Of State and = contributions

9

8
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Chart 4

Social Security Cask Benefit Trust Funds-Fiscal Years 1980-84

The social security trust fund programs of old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance are projected over the next 5 years to regain a posi-
tive status in which the programs will show an annual surplus suffi-
cient to improve the fund reserves when measured as a percent of 1-
year's outgo. In absolute terms, fiscal year 1980 is projected to be the
last year in which outgo will exceed income, and the fiscal 1980 deficit
is expected to be $0.2 billion as compared with deficits of $1.9 billion
for fiscal 1978 and $4.3 billion for fiscal 1977. The reserve percentage,
however, will continue to decline over the next 2 years, reaching a
low of 25 percent of a year's benefits at the start of fiscal year 1982 and
then rising to 34 percent by the start of fiscal year 1984.

Impact of 1977 A mendmnta.--Prior to the enactment of the Social
Security Amendments of 1977, the social security cash benefit funds
were projected to become exhausted sometime before the end of fiscal
year 1982. Those amendments significantly increased the financing of
the program and, to a lesser extent in the short run, reduced program
outlays. The additional tax revenues to the program in fiscal years
1979-1984 resulting from the increases enacted in 1977 are as follows:

ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTION INCOME TO SOCIAL SECURITY
TRUST FUNDS: RESULTING FROM 1977 AMENDMENTS
(FISCAL YEARS 1979-84)

[In billions]

Cash benefits Hospital Insur-
Fiscal year Total programs ance program

1979 .................... $3.3 $4.1 -$0.8
1980 .................... 8.9 8.7 .2
1981 .................... 16.3 15.7 .6

1982 .................... 23.1 21.9 1.2
1983 .................... 25.2 24.0 1.2
1984 .................... 26.5 25.3 1.2

Social security tax rates and bases under existing law and under
the law as it would have been in effect but for the 1977 amendments are
shown below:

(17)



TAX RATES FOR THE SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS

[In percent]

Prior law Present law (1977 amendments)

Calendar year OASI I DI 2 OASDI HI 8 Total OASI 1 Dl 3 OASDI HI s Toul

EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES, EACH

1977 ....................................... 4.375 0.575 4.95 0.90 5.85 4.375 0.575 4.95 0.90 5.85
1978 ....................................... 4.350 .600 4.95 1.10 6.05 4.275 .775 5.05 1.00 6.05
1979-80 ................................... 4.350 .600 4.95 1.10 6.05 4.330 .750 5.08 1.05 6.13
1981 ........................................ 4.300 .650 4.95 1.35 6.30 4.525 .825 5.35 1.30 6.65

1982-84 .................................... 4.300 .650 4.95 1.35 6.30 4.575 .825 5.40 1.30 6.70
1985 ....................................... 4.300 .650 4.95 1.35 6.30 4.750 .950 5.70 1.35 7.05
1986-89 .................................... 4.250 .700 4.95 1.50 6.45 4.750 .950 5.70 1.45 7.15
1990-2010 ................................. 4.250 .700 4.95 1.50 6.45 5.10) 1.100 6.20 1.45 7.65
2011 and later ............................. 5.100 .850 5.95 1.50 7.45 5.100 1.100 6.20 1.45 7.65

SELF-EMPLOYED PERSONS

1977 ....................................... 6.185 0.815 7.0 0.90 7.9 6.1850 0.8150 7.0 0.90 7.9
1978 ....................................... 6.150 .850 7.0 1.10 8.1 6.0100 1.0900 7.1 1.00 8.1
1979-0 .................................... 6.150 .850 7.0 1.10 8.1 6.0100 1.0400 7.05 1.05 8.1
1981 ....................................... 6.080 .920 7.0 1.35 8.35 6.7625 1.2375 8.00 1.30 9.3

1982-84 .................................... 6.080 .920 7.0 1.35 8.35 6.8125 1.2375 8.05 1.30 9.35
1985 ....................................... 6.080 .920 7.0 1.35 8.35 7.1250 1.4250 8.55 1.35 9.90
1986-89 .................................... 6.010 .990 7.0 1.5 8.5 7.1250 1.4250 8.55 1.45 10.00
1990-2010 ................................. 6.010 .990 7.0 1.5 8.5 7.6500 1.6500 9.30 1.45 10.75
2011 and later ............................. 6.000 1.000 7.0 1.5 8.5 7.6500 1.6500 9.30 1.45 10.75

I Old-age and survivors Insurance. I Hospital insurance (part A of medicare).
I Disability Insurance.

a
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ANNUAL EARNINGS SUBJECT TO SOCIAL SECURITY TAX

Present law
Under prior (1977 amend-

Year law ments)

1977 .................................. $16,500 $16,500
1978 .................................. 17,700 17,700
1979 .................................. 18,900 22,900
1980 .................................. '20,400 25,900

1981 .................................. '21,900 29,700
1982 .................................. ' 23,700 '32,100
1983 ............................... ' 125,500 '34,500
1984 .................................. 127,300 '36,900

'Estimated.

State ad local depouil requirenert.--On November 20, 1978, the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare published regulations
which will speed up the collection of the contributions paid into the
social security trust funds by State and local governments on behalf
of those employees of theirs who are covered under social security.
These governments are now required to deposit the contributions ap-
proximately 45 days after the end of the calendar quarter in which
their employees were paid. Under the new regulations deposits will be
required 15 days after the end of the month (except that 45 days will
continue to be allowed in the case of March, June, September, and
December). The accelerated deposit procedures will increase interest
earnings to the trust funds by approximately $0.2 billion per year. In
fiscal year 1980, however, the changeover has a one-time budgetary im-
pact of $2.2 billion because, under the new schedule, the deposits for
two months (July and August 1980) are moved from fiscal year 1981
to fiscal year 1980. In other words, if the new regulations were not to
become effective, the fiscal year 1980 budget deficit would be increased
by $2.2 billion and the income to the trust funds for fiscal 1980 as
shown in this chart would be reduced by $2.2 billion.

tStak of separate trust funde.--This chart shows the combined
status of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance trust funds.
Actually, there are separate funds for old-age and survivors insur-
ance and for disability insurance. The status of these funds is shown
separately below (and the status of the Hospital Insuace Trust
fund is shown on chart 11) :



OPERATIONS OF THE OLD-AGE AND SURVIVORS INSURANCE
TRUST FUND: FISCAL YEARS 1977-84

[Dollar amounts in billions)

Fund at start
Net Fund at of year as a

change end of percent of outgo
Fiscal year Income Outgo in funds year during year

1977..... $71.8 $73.5 -$1.7 $35.4 50
1978..... 76.8 81.2 -4.4 31.0 44
1979 ....... 86.6 89.6 -3.0 27.9 35
1980 ........ 99.8 101.6 -1.8 26.1 28

1981 ........ 112.3 112.8 -. 5 25.6 23
1982.......- 127.3 123.6 3.7 29.3 21
1983 ........ 139.2 133.5 5.7 35.0 22
1984 ........ 149.2 141.5 7.7 42.7 25

Source: Social Security Administration.

OPERATIONS OF THE DISABILITY INSURANCE TRUST FUND:
FISCAL YEARS 1977-84

[Dollar amounts in billions)

Fund at start
Net Fund at of year as a

change end of percent of outgo
Fiscal year Income Outgo in fund year during year

1977.
1978.
1979.
1980.

$9.4
12.8
15.2
17.4

20.5
23.6
26.0
28.2

11981.
1982.
1983.
1984.

$11.6
12.7
14.1
15.8

17.4
18.9
20.4
21.7

-$2.2
.1

1.1
1.7

3.1
4.7
5.6
6.5

$4.2
4.4
5.5
7.2

10.3
15.0
20.7
27.2

55
33
31
35

41
54
74
95

Source: Social Security Administration.

0.

0.

to
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Ths above estimates are based on the economic assuptions under-
lying the President's budget. The status of the disability insumrnc
fund represents a substanti improvement over prior projections. This
more optimistic projection is based on an assumption that some of the
recent reductions in benefit award rates will be maintained into the
future. The magnitude of this change in assumptions is illustrated by
the fact that outgo of the disability fund for fiscal year 1982 is now
projected at $14.9 billion as compared with a projection in the May 1978
Trustees' Report of $20.5 billion--even though benefit increases for
1979-81 are now estimated to be significantly higher than was as-
sumed last May. (Benefit increases are projected as follows: 1979, 9.1
percent; 1980, 7.1 percent; 1981, 6.2 percent; 1982, 4.9 percent; and
1983,3.8 percent.)

Even if the more optimistic disability projections prove correct,
the revised economic assumptions result in a combined funds situa-
tion which is less favorable than was estimated last year. For exam-
ple, under last year's budget projections, the combined funds would
have reached a level of 29 percent of one year's benefits by the start
of fiscal year 1982 and 38 percent by the start of fiscal year 1983.
Under this year's projections, the reserve percentages will be 25 per-
cent by 1982 and 29 percent by fiscal year 1983. Moreover, these pro-
jections are based on the assumption, which underlies the President's
budget, that an unemployment level of 4 percent and an inflation rate
of 3 percent will be attained by the end of calendar year 1983.
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Social Security Administration Federal
Fund r,'oamon

(dollars in billions)

Present laws
Federal fund _lymentto tus fundS"
Supplemental Security

Income (SS)

Proposed leglation:

FY199

$O.8

5.6
$0.7
6.3

SSI changes in
budget

President's

*WelWare pfor fmilies a~ an cnart 7.
Less tna $0.05 billion.

q8

0

41

*4



Chart 5

Social Security Administration Federal Fund Programs

Preent law.-The social security programs of old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance are supported almost entirely by payroll de-
ductions applicable to employers, employees, and self-employed per-
sons. Certain transitional provisions enacted in 1966, however, provide
relatively small benefits to persons over age 72 who did not have the
opportunity to become insured for regular benefits. The cost of these
benefits is reimbursed to the trust fund from general revenues. Simi-
larly, a general fund payment is made into the trust funds to cover
the cost of certain additional credits granted to military personneL
The Social Security Administration also carries out certain functions
under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
(ERISA) and receives reimbursement from the general fund for the
costs involved.

Since January 1974, the Social Security Administration has been
responsible for administering a basic income support program for
needy aged, blind, and disabled persons called Supplemental Security
Income (SSI). This program is funded entirely from general funds.
The law establishing the SSI program permits the temporary use of
trust funds to meet the administrative costs of the program but
provides specific safeguards to assure that those costs are promptly
reimbursed to the trust funds by an appropriation from general
revenues.

The amount of general revenue funds administered by the Social
Security Administration in connection with the old-age, survivors and
disability insurance (OASDI), ERISA, and supplemental security
income (SSI) programs are svwn in more detail below:

(23)
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[In millions]

Fiscal 1979 Fiscal 1980

OASDI:
Military wage credits .............. $526 $511
Benefits for uninsured aged ...... 230 164

ER ISA ................................. 2 2

SSI:
T ota l I .. ... .................... 5,558 6,341

Benefits. . . .. 4,847 5,685
Services.. P'' ý725Ser ice ." - .. ................... 72 56

Administration 2  6 ................. 39 601

I The large increase in SSI costs is partly the result of an accounting quirk. Public
Law 95-216, authorizes the early payment of benefits when the normal delivery
date (the 1st of the month) fails on a weekend or holiday. Because Oct. 1, 1978 fell
on a Sunday, the October 1978 checks were paid in September resulting in a 13-
month benefit liability for fiscal year 1978 and an 11-month benefit liability for
fiscal 1979.

3 Includes $42 million in fiscal 1979 and $14 million in fiscal 1980 for Federal
payments to States because of Federal errors in administering State supplemen-
tary programs.

Under a 1977 departmental reorganization, the Social Security
Administration assumed responsibility for the Federal-level adminis-
tration of the aid to families with dependent children and related pro-
grams (other than the work incentive program). These programs are
described separately on chart 7: Welfare Programs for Families.

Proposed legislaion.--The President's budgpt includes several pro-
posed changes in the supplemental security income program. All of
the changes, taken together, have a budgetary impact of less than $0.05
billion in fiscal 1980. The proposals in the President's budget and
their estimated impact on the budget are as follows:

9.
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[Dollars in millions)

Net budgetary Impact
in-

Fiscal Fiscal
froosal 1980 1984

Restrict eligibility for individuals who dispose
of assets 2.................................. -$11 - $57

Eliminate duplicate payments resulting from
retroactive entitlement ' ....- 23

Limit variations in federally admistere -193d
State supplements .......................... -2 -2

Treat a couple as 2 separate individuals after
1 (rather than 6) months apart ............ +2 +3

Provide full benefit through first full montn
in medicaid institution .................... +6

Treat sheltered workshop payments as
earned income ' ................................... +2 +2

Limit alien eligibility for SSI I ...................... -2 -24

Total, SSI proposals ...................... -25 -95

'Included (in some form) in legislation previously approved by the Finamice
Committee.

2 Includes impact of related savings in medicaid costs of $5 million In fb.cal
1980 and $38 million in fiscal 1984.

Many of the proposals (those indicated by a footnote) were, in some
form, included in legislation previously approved by the Finance
Committee. The legislation to implement these proposals has not yet
been transmitted to the Congress; however, the fiscal year 1980 impact
shown above assumes an October 1979 effective date. The Administra-
tion's proposal to 4imit alien eligibility for SSI will apparently dif-
fer significantly from the committee proposal in the last Congress.
The committee proposal would have made receipt of SSI or other
public assistance constitute evidence that the individual had become
a ';public charge" and thus subject to deportation under existing im-
migration law. The administration proposal will be based on a change
in the migration laws making sponsors of immigrants responsible
for their support.

The administration has also indicated that it intends to submit
legislation to base SSI eligibility on income during the month prior
to the month of benefit payment rather than on the quarter for which
benefits are paid. Some savings are expected, but no budget estimates
are available since the administration has apparently not yet developed
the specifics of this proposal.
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Social Security Cash Benefit
Props en bd llionil

(dollar in bpillIions)
Resident# budget:
Disability program:

Benefit limitaions
Work incentives

Phase out st-unt benefit
End lump sum death beneFit
Eliminate minimum benefit
for future beneficiaries

End mothers benefit when all
children are over 16

Reduce social security benefits
paid to Federal retirees

End survivor benefits bNsed
on brie but rcent work history

Modify benefit rounding rule
Reduce payments to survivors

of young worked
Other changes

FYP8O FY1984

-0.2
-0.2
"0.1

-$0.7
+0.2
-1.8
-0.4
-0.2

* -0.5
* -0.1

4

4

*

*

-0.1

-0.1
+0.1

* less than $0.05 bVillion

4



Chart 6

Social Security Cash Benefit Programs: Proposed Legislation
The President's budget for fiscal year 1980 assumes the enactment

of numerous proposals modifying aspects of the old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance program. With only a few exceptions (which
are noted below), the budget assumes that these changes will become
effective in September 1979; proposed legislation to implement the
proposals has not yet been transmitted to Congress. Since many of the
changes have the effect of reducing entitlements under the basic so-
cial security program, there will be a partial offset through increased
entitlements under need-based programs such as supplemental secur-
ity income. Also, the disability proposals include certain changes in
the medicare program. The amounts shown on this chart reflect the net
budgetary impact of the proposals including their impact on other
programs.

Disability program propo~aZd.-The Administration intends to sub-
mit a package of proposals related to the disability insurance pro-
gram. In part, these proposals will be designed to limit benefit levels
on the theory that the program now frequently provides benefits which
are unduly high in relation to the disabled individual's predisability
earnings level. Two such limitation proposals are included in the pack-
age. Under one proposal, the numbW of years over which earnings are
averaged to compute benefits would be increased for younger workers.
This usually would result in lowering the individual's average earn-
ings and therefore in lowering his benefit amount. The second pro-
posal would place an overall limit on the family benefits payable to
a disabled individual with dependent. Under the proposal, any bene-
fits for the worker's wife and children would be reduced to the extent
necessary to keep the total family benefits from exceeding 80 percent
of the indexed average wages upon which the disabled worker's benefit
is based. These two proposals are estimated in the President's budget to
reduce program costs by $79 million in fiscal year 1980 rising to $773
million by fiscal 1984. (However, offsetting increases in the supple-
mental security income program of $5 million in fiscal 1979 rising to
$25 million by fiscal 1980 are expected. In addition, it now appears that
further examination by the Social Security actuary's office will result
in a somewhat lower estimate of the savings.)

The Administration disability package also will propoe a number
of program changes intended to facilitate rehabilitation efforts. These

(27)
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include changes in the trial work period rules, improved targeting
of disability funds used for rehabilitation services, and exclusion of
certain disability-related work expenim in determining whether an
individual's earnings demonsrte that he is not disabled. These
changes are estimated to cost $1 million in fiscal 1980 rising to $12
million by fiscal 1984. Related changes are also proposed in the health
benefits coverage of disabled individuals which would permit an indi-
vidual to keep medicare (and/or medicaid) eligibility for 2 years
after his cash disability benefit eligibility ended. These changes have
an estimated cost of $38 million in fiscal 1980 and $154 million by 1984.

It is also expected that the Administration disability proposals will
include a significant restructuring of the disability adjudication proc-
ess. The details and budgetary impact of these administrative changes
have not yet been determined.

Beneft for cAildren 18-PA who are atudent.--The Social Security
Amendments of 1965 increased the age at which benefits for children
of deceased or disabled workers terminate from 18 to 22 provided that
the child continues to be a full-time student. The President's budget
assumes that legislation will be enacted to eliminate benefits for chil-
dren over age 18 who are in postsecondary education. Children who
are now receiving benefits and who reach age 18 before September 1979
would retain eligibility until age 22. Children reaching age 18 after
August 1979 would not be eligible for continued benefits past age 18
even if they axe already on the benefit rolls. Preliminary Administra-
tion estimates indicate that the net budgetary impact of this proposal
will be a savings of $155 million in fiscal 1980 rising to $1,788 million
by fiscal 1984. About 380,000 ch4dren would be affected in the first
year.

Lumup-m death paymente.-The social security program under
present law provides for the payment of a $255 lump-sum death pay-
ment for individuals who have contributed to the program. If the
deceased individual and spouse were living together at the time of
death, the lump-sum payment is simply paid directly to the surviving
spouse. In other cases, the payment is applied to meeting burial costs
usually by direct payment to the funeral home on authorization by the
person responsible for the funeral arrangements. The President's
budget would eliminate this benefit, reducing program outgo by an
estimated $227 million in fiscal 1980 rising to $378 million in fiscal
1984. (This would be partially offset by $6 to $8 million per year from
a proposed new lump-sum death payment for the needy under the
SSI program.)

I*
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Eliminate nmninmum benewt.--The 1977 Social Security Amend-
meats provided that for new beneficiaries coming on the rolls, the
minimum benefit would be frown at its present level of $121.80. The
President's budget proposes to completely eliminate the minimum

benefit as it applies to new beneficiaries. Thus an individual's benefit
would in all caes be determined by applying the basic benefit formula
to his indexed average earnings under social security. This change
would reduce outgo by $62 million in fiscal year 1980, rising to $228
million in fiscal 1984. (There would be an offsetting increase in SSI
costs of $9 million in fiscal 1980 rising to $36 million by fiscal year
1984). A June 1979 effective date is assumed.

End nmoter's benefit tohen last child aclwhe. age 16.-Preent law
provides benefits for surviving children of deceased workers (or de-
pendent children of disabled workers) up to age 18 (or to age 22 if they
remain in school). Until the youngest child is age 18, a benefit is also
payable to the mother if she is caring for the children. (Under court
order, a similar benefit is now payable to a caretaker father in cases
where the wife has died or become disabled.) The President's budget
proposes to end the benefit for the caretaker parent (but not for the
children) when the youngest child reaches age 16 rather than age 18.
As under existing law, the benefit would continue beyond these age
limits if the parent is caring for a disabled child. No one currently on
the benefit rolls would be terminated sooner than 2 years after enact-
ment of the proposal. This change is estimated to save $23 million in
fiscal year 1980, rising to $518 million in fiscal 1984.

Reduced benefits for FederaZ retire6e.-The President's budget
assumes enactment of a proposal for reducing social security benefits
awarded after September 1979 to Federal retirees. Under the pro-
posal the reduction would be equal to one-third of the amount by
which the individual's Federal pension exceeds the average social
security benefit amount (about $285). No social security benefit would
be reduced below 32 percent of the individual's indexed average earn-
ings. This change is estimated to reduce program outgo by $14 million
in fiscal year 1980, rising to $110 million by fiscal 1984.

End stuvvors benefit. based on brief, recent work hstory-.-The
social security program provides survivorship protection for young
families in the form of benefits for children up to age 18 (22, if in
school) and for the caretaker parent of surviving children up to the
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point where the youngest child reaches age 18. (Where a child is dis-
abled, benefits continue beyond these age limits.) To qualify for this
protection a worker must have credit for one quarter of work under
social security for every year between the year he reached age 21 and
the year in which he died. If a worker does not meet this requirement,
benefits may still be paid to his survivors if he has at least six quarters
of social security work credit all of which was earned in the three years
(13 quarters) immediately preceding his death. This alternative rule
allows persons who commence work under social security somewhat
later in life than age 21 to earn survivorship protection for their family
more rapidly than would be possible under the general rule. The Presi-
dent's budget proposes to eliminate the payment of survivorship bene-
fits on the basis of this alternative method of qualifying through brief,
but recent coverage. The change is estimated to reduce outgo by $11
million in fiscal year 1980, rising to $122 million in fiscal year 1984.

Modify rounding rnes.--Under present law, social security benefits
are computed according to a formula in the law. In applying this
formula, benefit amounts are rounded up to the next higher multiple
of 10 cents if the formula does not produce a benefit amount which is
an exact multiple of ten cents. The President's budget proposes to
change this to a rule of rounding to the nearest dollar. This change is
estimated to reduce outgo by $8 million in fiscal year 1980, rising to
$97 million by fiscal 1984.

Reduce payinen8t to surnivora of young workers.-Social security
benefits are determined by a formula applied to the indexed earnings
an individual had over a period of years which is intended to approxi-
mate the number of years he could reasonably be presumed to have
been available for work in employment covered by social security.
Since the highest years of earnings are always used, the fewer years
over which average earnings must be computed, the higher will be the
resultant benefit (in all cases at least 2 years must be used). Under
existing law, survivorship benefits are determined by using 5 years
less than the number of years between age 21 and the year in which
the worker died. Under this rule, the minimum 2-year averaging
period applies to any worker who dies before reaching age 30.

The President's budget proposes to increase the averaging period
for younger workers. For a worker under age 27, the averaging period
would be the total number of years between age 21 and the year of
death. For a worker aged 27-31 at death, the period would be one

0
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less than the number of years between age 21 and death. Additional
"drop-out" years would be added at age 32, 37, 42, and 46 after which
the existing law rules would apply. This change is estimated to reduce
program outgo by $15 million in fiscal year 1980, rising to $128 mil-
lion by fiscal year 1984.

Other changee.--The President's budget proposals include a num-
ber of additional items with relatively minor budgetary impact. One
proposal would allow the Social Security Administration to charge a
fee to cover administrative costs involved in providing information
needed for pension plan purposes. This would reduce net outgo by
$7 to $8 million per year. Another change would lessen the penalties
applied for failing to make prompt reports of earnings above the
retirement test limits. This change (assumed to become effective in
January 1980) would cost $5 million in fiscal 1980, rising to $15 mil-
lion in fiscal 1984. Another change would lessen the impact of the
elimination of the monthly exception to the retirement test by allow-
ing a monthly exception in the year in which entitlement ends as well
as in the year in which it begins. This change would have a net cost
of $1 million in fiscal year 1980 (including an estimated administra-
tive savings of $17 million offsetting a program cost of $18 million),
rising to $46 million by fiscal 1984. The President's budget also pro-
poses the elimination of a number of minor remaining differentials in
the treatment of men and women under the social security program at
an annual cost of $4 to $5 million.

Long-range reduction in social security program co8t8.-Taken to-
gether, the changes in the social security program proposed by the
President in his fiscal year 1980 budget would, if enacted in time to
meet the effective dates assumed, reduce outgo by some $0.6 billion in
fiscal 1980. By fiscal 1984, the reduction in outgo would approach $4
billion per year. While these are significant amounts from an annual
budgetary standpoint, the proposed changes are not of a magnitude to
permit a large reduction in the social security tax rate.

The 1978 actuarial report of the social security Board of Trustees
estimated that under present law an a& erage annual tax rate (combined
employer and employee rate) of 13.55 percent would be necessary to
fully pay for benefits over the next 75 years as compared with tax
rates actually provided for in law which average 12.16 percent over
the same period. In other words, the average tax rate would have to be
increased by 1.4 percent to fully fund benefits provided by present law.
The proposals in the President's budget would have a total long-range
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impact of 0.31 percent, which would reduce the cost of the program
to 13.24 percent and the deficit to 1.09 percent. ThM great bulk of the
long-range savings attributable to the President's budget proposal
(0.22 percent out of the 0.31 percent) arises from the proposed dis-
ability program changes and the elimination of benefits for children
over 18 and in school The table below shows the long-range savings of
the various proposals as a percent of taxable payroll.

LONG-RANGE SAVINGS UNDER PRESIDENT'S BUDGET
PROPOSALS

[As a percent of taxable payroll

Proposal Savings

Disability program changes' .................... 0.12
Phase out student benefits...................... -. 10
End-lump-sum death benefits ......................... -. 01
Eliminate minimum benefits for future beneficiaries.. -. 01
End mother's benefit when all children are over 16 ..... -. 04
Reduce social security benefits paid to Federal retirees. -. 01
End survivor benefits based on brief but recent work

history .......................
Modify benefit rounding rule ............................ 01
Reduce payments to survivors of young workers....... -. 02
1 This package would also have a small Impact of less than 0.005 percent of

taxable payroll In the hospital Insurance program.
2 Less than 0.005 percent of taxable payroll.
Note: Based on 1978 trustees, report assumptions.

As indicated above, the budget proposals of the President do not
involve the type of changes which would permit any significant reduc-
tion in the financing requirements of the program. If the Congress
wished to provide for a lower social security tax rate through a reduc-
tion in program costs, changes would have to be made which affect
the overall structure of the program more significantly than the pro-
posals in the fiscal 1980 budget. Some illustrative examples of the
types of structural changes that might be required to achieve savings
of that magnitude are the following:
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(Dollar amounts in billions)

Estimated savings

Long-range
Fiscal Fiscal (percent

Alternative 1980 1984 of payroll)

Limit future program growth to in-
flation rate ... ............... %, * -3.7

Provide only transitional survivor(
ship protection for young families. (1) -. 5 -. 1

Eliminate weighting of benefits for
short-time workers ................ -$0.1 -3.6 -1.3

Limit family disability benefits to
60 percent of prior earnings level. -. 1 -1.0 -. 2

1None or less than 0.05.
Note: Long-range estimates based on 197LA trustees' report assumptions; 1980-

84 based on President's budget assumptions.

Under existing law, benefits are indexed to keep pace with inflation
once an individual reaches the point of benefit eligibility. The system,
however, has a built-in mechanism which results in a growth each year
in the benefit levels payable to new retirees which is significantly
more than would be required simply to keep pace with inflation. The
cost of the program would be substantially lowered if changes in the
program were made to restrict future growth in initial benefit levels
to a rate much closer to the inflation rate. The above estimate in the
table above is based on a proposal of this type generally referred to
as "price indexing" (by contrast with the existing system of "wage
indexing").

Another element of the basic program structure which could be
changed to provide significant cost reductions is the level of survivor-
ship protection for young families. Although frequently thought of
as a retirement program, social security also provides very substantial
survivorship and disability protection. A recent study by the Social
Security Administration actuary's office concludes that the social sW-
curity program's survivorship protection for a worker in his early
thirties averages about the equivalent of $59,000 in life insurance. The
same study concludes that the life insurance protection under social
security totals some $2.8 trillion as compared with $2.4 trillion for all
private insurers.
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In view of the increasing participation of women in the work force,
consideration might be given to a substantial lessening of the amount
of survivorship protection provided by the program for families with
children. One possible change, for example, would be to provide such
protection on a transitional basis in all cases where the surviving chil-
dren continue to live with one parent. Benefits could, for example, be
provided only for a three-year period unless there is a preschool age
or disabled child.

The social security program provides benefits on the basis of aver-
age earnings and these benefits are computed under a weighted for-
mula which gives relatively higher returns on lower average earnings.
This reflects a programmatic assumption that a worker with low aver-
age earnings is a low-income individual who will need a higher per-
centage of that low income in order to subsist. In fact, however, low
average earnings under social security can also result from a relatively
short period of work in covered employment at higher wages. The
President's budget attempts to address certain aspects of this problem
by providing for an offset in the case of Federal retirees and by pro-
posing to eliminate the minimum benefit. A more fundamental ap-
proach (which would provide more substantial savings) would be to
limit the weighting of the benefit formula only to those workers who
had many years of social security coverage. One method would be to
provide full benefits only for those with at least 30 years of work
under social security. Individuals with shorter attachment would
receive proportionately smaller benefits with those having 10 years
or less under the program getting about half of current benefit levels
for the same average wages.

One of the President's budget proposals would reduce the disability
benefits payable to a family to no more than 80 percent of the worker's
previous wages (defined as the indexed average wage on which his
benefit is based). While this reduces to some extent the number of
situations in which receipt of benefits may be more appealing than
available employment, it would continue to provide a level of income
which approaches or exceeds the net earnings (after work costs and
taxes) workers may have had prior to becoming disabled. According
to a January 1978 paper by the Social Security actuary's office, bene-
fits under private insurance plans are usually designed so as not to
replace more than 50-60 percent of gross income. Limiting the maxi-
mum disability replacement rate to a 60 percent level would more
significantly reduce program costs than the 80 percent limitation pro-
posed in the budget.

0.
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Benwf# ct proposa4-.-The proposals in the President's budget
are aimed at changing social security in ways which will result in
reduced benefit costs in the upcoming budget year. In dealing with
legislation affecting the social security program in the past, however,
the Congress has also considered proposals which increase program
costs. For example, the 1977 Amendments reduced benefit costs over-
all, but also included some benefit increases. One such item approved
by the Senate but not enacted was a repeal of the provision
under which social security benefits are reduced when they would
cause combined social security and workmen's compensation income
to exceed 80 percent of predisability earnings. This change would have
increased program costs by about $0.2 billion per year. Similarly, the
committee last year approved legislation modifying the impact of the
provision in the 1977 amendments which eliminated the monthly re-
tirement test. The particular change proposed by the committee last
year would have had a minimal budgetary impact, but other proposals
related to that same monthly retirement test provision could cost
several hundred million dollars. The exact budgetary impact in fiscal
1980 of any such proposals will depend upon the way in which they
are drawn and their effective date. However, if the committee
thinks it likely that some such proposals may be included in any social
security legislation acted on this year, it will need to take that assump-
tion into consideration in arriving at its estimated budget totals.
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Welfare ftr Fami ies
(dollars in billions)

FY 1979 FY19SOPresent law - -

Aid tofamilies Withdjpmdentcfikk-en, %elare payments $6.0 $6.3
chidrn: o0.7 0.7

administration 07
Child su aort

Total colecions -0.7 -Q.9
Federalshareof: collectiors -0.3 -0.4

administer costs 03 0.3
Work Incentive Wrotm 0.4 0.4

Prop, d legklatlon in
r'esdentns budget:

Count sUpparent income - 1QI
Limit work expee deduction -0.1
Child support chars -0.1
Other proposals *

$ less than $0.05 billion



Chart 7

Welfare Program for Famflie

AFDC.-The budget submitted by the President in Jnuary esti-
mate that the costs of benefits and administration under the %id to
families with dependent children (AFDC) and certain other remlted
programs will be $6.7 billion in fiscal 1979 and $7.0 billion in fiWal
1980. Included in the total shown for AFDC are expeditares for
adult assistance in Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin IslaLnds, emer-
gency assistance for families, and aid for certain repatriated Amierican
nationals

[in millions of dollars]

Fiscal yde

1979 1980

Federal costs:
AFDC payments ........................... 5,933 6,286
Adult assistance in U.S. territories ........ 4 5
Emergency assistance ..................... 42 44
Aid to repatriated nationals ............... 1

Total benefits ........................... 5,990 6,336
State and local administration ................ 680 721

CM aipport.--The child support enforcement program (title
IV-D of the Social Security Act) is aimed at helping chidire in
securing their rights to obtain support from their parents and to have
their paternity ascertained in a fair and efficient manner. Collections
under this program are as follows:

(37)
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CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT COLLECTIONS AND COSTS
[in millions of dollars]

Fiscal year

1979 1980

Child support collections:
Tota collections .......................... 675 925
Federal share ............................. 266 366

State and local administration:
Total costs ................................ 423 541
Federal share ............................. 260 333

These figures do not show the savings which result from families
having been completely removed from dependency on AFDC as a
result of the child support program. The program will serve some
663,000 AFDC families and 534,000 non-AFDC families in fiscal
year 1979, and 881,000 AFDC families in 1980.

WIN.-Also closely related to the AFDC program is the work
incentive (WIN) program which is aimed at enabling AFDC families
to become self-supporting through employment. The budget sub-
mitted in January recommends funding for this program at a level
of $385 million in both fiscal 1979 and fiscal 1980. This is $20 million
above the level of funding that has been provided for this program
for the past several years. The administration estimates that about
285,000 WIN registrants will be placed in jobs in 1980. In 1977, the
committee recommended, and Congress enacted, a specific autthoriz..-
tion for an additional $435 million in fiscal 1978 and fiscal 1979 for
the WIN program. (There would be no non-Federal matching re-
quired for this additional funding.) No funding was provided for this
authorization for either year.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION

Work expem~e deduction.-The President's budget includes a pro-
posal which would revise the rules for the disregard of itemized work
expenses in the determination of AFDC eligibility and computation
of benefits. Under present law, in determining monthly benefits, AFDC
families are allowed to deduct from the income which would otherwise
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reduce their AFDC eligibility all expenses reasonably attributable to
the earning of income after first deducth,g $30 plus % of additional
ernings. Under the President's proposal, the initial $30 deduction
would be increased to $65 and there would be an additional amount
disregarded equal to a percentage of earnings. Limitations would be
placed on the amount deductible for child care. Both child care and
other work expenses would be deducted before applying the "$65 and
%" earnings disregard.

The committee has previously approved an alternative modification
in the work expense provision. This alternative has been passed by
the Senate on several occasions in the past, most recently as a part of
the Revenue Act of 1978. The committee version required States to dis-
regard the first $60 earned monthly by an individual working full
time--$30 in the case of an individual working part time-plus one-
third of the next $300 earned plus one-fifth of amounts earned above
this. Child care expenses, subject to limitations prescribed by the Secre-
tary, would be deducted before computing an individual's earned in-
come. Other work expenses could not be deducted.

The administration's proposal would result in a fiscal 1980 savings
of $80 million. The committee's provision was estimated to save $241
million, or an additional $161 million.

Stepparent's income.--Under current law a stepparent's income
may not be considered in calculating the benefit due a stepchild unless
the stepparent is legally responsible for stepchildren under State law.
Thus, in almost all States, families which include a stepparent may
receive AFDC regardless of the amount of a stepparent's income.
Under the administration's proposal, a stepparent's income in excess
of an amount set aside to support himself and his dependents will be
counted in determining AFDC eligibility and the benefit amount for
the stepchildren. The administration estimates that this proposal will
reduce Federal outlays by $100 million in fiscal 1980.

Additional 8avings.-The committee may wish to save additional
money in the AFDC program by approving the AFDC provisions
reported by the committee in the 95th Congress but not enacted into
law. These provisions relate to quality control, AFDC management
information systems, incentives to report income, recipient identifica-
tion cards, and determination of benefits in certain cases where the
child lives with relatives not legally responsible for his support. These
changes would result in net savings of $50 million in fiscal year 1980,
with increased savings in subsequent years.

Chi support changes.-The President's budget proposes a number
of changes in the child support program as indicated in the following
table:

a
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Dollars in millions)

Proposal

Expand the program to include the enforcement and
collection of alimony for AFDC families .............

Permit State child support enforcement agencies to
acquire wage information from the Social Security
Administration ........

Make States eligible for intrastate incentive pay-
ments, and revise the incentive formula ........

Retain AFDC eligibility~ for 3 months following the
time child support collections would otherwise
make the family ineligible for assistance ..........

Eliminate incentive payments in interstate child sup-
port cases ..........................................

Provide Federal reimbursement to States for their
administrative costs in non-AFDC cases on a per-
m anent basis I ......................................

Total net savings .................................

Net budgetary
Impact in

fiscal 1980

-$18

-9
-37

-7

-11

+19

-63
' Included (in some form) in legislation previously approved by the Finance

Committee.

The committee may not wish to approve all the Administration's
child support legislative proposals However, the staff anticipates that
there are other suggestions the committee may wish to consider which
will save equivalent amounts. Thus the committee need not recommend
a higher amount for child support than the amount shown in the
President's budget.

During the 95th Congress the committee approved several addi-
tional amendments to the child support law. A provision was included
in H.R. 13511 authorizing Federal matching for expenditures for
judges and other court personnel which are clearly identifiable and
directly related to services performed under the child support en-
forcement program. The amendment was deleted in conference. The
committee also reported as amendments to H.R. 12973 provisions
strengthening the child support collection and disbursement require-
inents; increasing Federal matching (from 75 to 90 percent) for the
costs to States and localities of developing new computerized manage-
ment information systems, expanding or enhancing their existing sys-
tems, or utilizing model systems developed by HEW's Office of Child
Support Enforcement; extending IRS collection responsibilities to
non-AFDC child support enforcement cases. The Senate did not act
on these provisions prior to adjournment.

0

a
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Puerto Rico, Gtuam, and the Virgin Ilskade.-Under the Social
Security Act, public assimance programs in Puerto Rico, Guam, and
the Virgin Islands qualify for Federal matching at a 50 percent rate
and are subject to dollar limits on the amount of Federal funding
available. The annual limit is $24 million for Puerto Rico, $0.8 million
for the Virgin Islands, and $1.1 million for Guam.

Last year the committee approved an amendment to increase the
Federal matching rate to ?5 percent and triple the maximum annual
amount of Federal funding to $72 million for Puerto Rico, $2.4 million
for the Virgin Islands, and $3.3 million for Guam. The House-Senate
conferees accepted the Senate amendment, but for one year only, fiscal
1979. Thus, beginning in 1980, the funding provisions applicable to
the territories will revert to the prior levels.

The Administration is proposing to amend the permanent law pro-
visions to increase the Federal matching rates to 75 percent, dou-
ble the total reimbursement ceilings to $48 million for Puerto Rico,
$1.6 million for the Virgin Islands, and $2.2 million for Guam, and
require the territories to maintain their contributions under these
programs so that the increase in Federal support may be passed
through to the poor. (This would increase the cost for public assistance
by $29 million in 1980.)
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Social Services
(dollars in billions)

FY1979

Present law:
Basic grant program

(title XX)
Additional child care

funds
Child welfare services
Training

Proposed legislation in
Piesidentb bAudet:

Increase in child welfare
services

Pennanent increase in
title XX ceiling

Limit on training funds

$2.6

0.2

0.1
0.1

$2.5

.We

0.1
QI

49 +0.1
WOO +0.4

Sless than $0.05 bilPion

FY198 0

W*



Chart 8

Social Services

In addition to cash benefit programs and medical assistance, the
Social Security Act includes several provisions which make Federal
funding available for social services programs. The largest such pro-
gram is the title XX social services programs, but funding is also
provided under a separate child welfare services program, and reha-
bilitative services for disabled SSI recipients (both children and
adults) are funded through that program. Also closely related to the
social services programs is funding authority for the training of social
workers and other State and local welfare personnel and for certain
research programs.

Under title XX of the Social Security Act, States providing social
services such as child care, family planning, and homemaker services
to welfare recipients and other low-income persons are entitled to
claim Federal matching grants for such expenditures. For most serv-
ices $3 in Federal funding under this program is available to match
each $1 of non-Federal funding; however, Federal funding is subject
to an overall annual limit of $2.5 billion allocated on a population
basis. In fmical year, 1979 an additional $400 million in Federal fund-
ing is available under a provision included in the tax-cut bill, Public
Law 95-600. This includes $200 million available under the ordinary
title XX matching provisions and $200 million for child care which
is available without a non-Federal matching requirement. The Presi-
dent's budget estimates that $2.8 billion of the available $2.9 billion in
title XX funds will be used in fiscal 1979.

Under title IV-B of the Social Security Act, grants to the States
are authorized for the purposes of providing child welfare services.
Again, a wide variety of services come under this general heading but
a major activity involves services related to adoption and foster care.
The child welfare services authorization is $266 million but the appro-
priation has always been well below that level.

Proposed leg•s/ation.-For the past three fiscal years, an addi-
tional $200 million has been available for child care on a temporary
basis. In lieu of a further extension of this amount, the President's
budget proposes to increase the permanent ceiling for Federal fund-
ing of the title XX program to $2.9 billion (plus $16 million for
territorial jurisdictions) all of which would be available under the

(43)
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general matching provisions. The budget also indicates that legisla-
tion will be proposed to limit the funding of social work training.
Under present law, 75 percent Federal matching is available on an
open-ended basis for such trying. Under the proposed change, fiscal
year 1980 savings of $26 million are expected. (The change would
ultimately limit each State's training funds to 3 percent of its title
XX social services ceiling; the limitation would, however, be phased
in over a 3-year period. )

The President's budget also recommends an increase in the appro-
priation for child welfare services f $84.75 million in fiscal year 1980.
This is within the existing authorization for the program but assumes
the enactment of legislation which will substantially modify its opera-
tions. The committee in the 95th Congress recommended significant
changes in the program and assumed that, with those changes, the
Administration would seek increased funding, gradually attaining the
full authorization level

a
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Unemployment Compensation
(dollars in billions)

FY1979 FYtg80PE, SENT LAW'

Unmp ent trust fund:
Income $16.* 16.2
Outgo 10.8 12.9
Net change 45.3 .3.3
End-ofoýar assets 15.7 19.0

Federal funds:
Advances to trust funds -0.8 )9
Trade adjustidna&&se*1nce 03 0.3
Federal employee benefits 0.5 0.6

PRO SED LEGISLATION
Increase trade adjustment +0.1

assistance

a



Chart 9

Unemployment Compensation

Th unemployment insurance trust fund covers regular State un-
employment insurance benefits (paid for through taxe collected by
States but deposited into the Feder trust fund) and the extended
benefits program, which in times of high unemployment, provides an
additional 18 weeks of benefits which are 50 percent federally funded.
(The emergency unemployment compensation program, which pro-
vided benefits beyond the 39th week has now expired and the extended
benefits program is now operating in only 3 jurisdictions: Alaska, New
Jersey, and Puerto Rico.) Federal funds in the trust fund come par-
tially from the Federal share of the unemployment payroll tax and
partially from repayable general revenue advances to cover any inade-
quacies in the payroll tax The unemployment trust fund also covers
State and Federal administration costs.

When Federal and State tax collections are insufficient to meet bene-
fit costs in the short run, the Federal unemployment trust fund is
authorized to borrow from the general fund of the Treasury with the
advances being subject to later repayment. Because of heavy levels of
unemployment recently, substantial advances to the trust fund from
the general revenues have been required. However, with economic im-
provement and certain unemployment tax increases enacted in 1976,
the trust fund will be able to begin repayments. It is expected that a
repayment of $0.8 billion will be made in fiscal year 1979 and $0.9
billion in fiscal 1980.

Although the chart indicates a total surplus of $3.3 billion for fiscal
1980 after taking into account the repayment to the general fund, most
of this surplus is in the State accounts which appear in the Federal
budget but are in fact State funds raised by State unemployment taxes
and used to pay for State unemployment benefits. (In fiscal year 1980,
the State accounts surplus is $2.5 billion.'

There are also certain unemployment programs funded from gen-
eral rNvenues outside the trust fund. One such program provides spe-
cial additional assistance to workers who become unemployed because
their employers' businesses decline in the face of increased imports.
(A related Trade Act provision authorizes adjustmer-t assistance for
firms and communities. The President's budget recommends funding
for these programs at a fiscal 1980 outlay level of $87 million.) Unem-
ployment benefits are also provided at Federal general revenue ex-
pense for former Federal employees and ex-servicemen.

Proposed kgislation.-At the end of the 95th Congress, the commit-
tee reported out legislation modifying certain aspects of the Trade
Adjustment Assistance Program. This legislation did not reach enact-
ment. The bill reported by the committee had an estimated first year
cost of $0.1 billion. Versions of this legislation introduced in this Con-
gress would have a higher cost, about $0.2 billion.

(47)
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Health PWpmam Existing Law
(dollars in billions)

FY1979 FY19SO

Medicare trust funds,
Hospital insurances

Income $21.9 $25.5
Outgo 20.7 23.7

Net increase +1.2 + 1.8
Supplementay meical
insurance:

Income 9.8 10.3
Outgo 8.8 10.2

Net increase +1.0 +0.1

Federal fund payment t 7.8 8.0
Medicare trust funds

Medicaid 11.8 126
Mawm nand child halth 0.4 0Q4

G



Chart 10
Health Programs: Existin Law

XMICAU

Benefit and administrative outlays under medicare are estimated for
fiscal year 1980 at $83.8. billion. Of this amount, benefit payments ac-
count for $32.8 billion. This represents an increase of 15 percent over
the fiscal year 1979 benefit payments. The primary factor accounting
for the increase is inflation in medical care cost&

Hospital insurance expenditures generally account for about 70 per-
cent of the medicare benefit payments. In fiscal year 1980, $23.7 bil-
lion in outlays (including $23.2 billion in benefit outlays) are estimated
under Part A (hospital instance). Part B, the supplemental medical
insurance program, will account for outlays of $10.2 billion (of which
$9.6 billion is benefit payments).

Income to the trust funds in fiscal year 1980 is estimated at $35.8 bil-
lion, an excess over outlays of $2 billion. Federal fund payments to the
trust funds for fiscal year 1979 are $8 billion.

MEDICAID

Total Federal-State medicaid costs for fiscal year 1980 are projected
under present law to be $22.8 billion, of which the Federal share is $12.6
billion. Of the Federal amount, $11.8 billion represents payments for
benefits, with the remaining $0.8 billion going for administrative cost&
This represents an increase in total Federal outlays of 7 percent over
fiscal year 1979.

States match Federal expenditures under the medicaid program,
with total State expenditures accounting for approximately 45 per-
cent of total program costs. In fiscal year 1980 State medicaid costs are
estimated to be $9.7 billion, up from $9.1 billion in fiscal year 1979.

MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH

The budget includes $375 million for the maternal and child health
program for fiscal year 1980, $5 million less than for fiscal year 1979.
Of the 1980 outlays, $307 million is for formula grants to the States,
with the remainder supporting project grants, sudden infant death
programs and research and training related to maternal and child
health. The formula grant request represents an increase of $7 million
over the fiscal year 1979 appropriated amount of $300 million.

(49)
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Medicare Trust Funds
Under Fwsent Law

(dollars in billions)

Insurmcc"
Income
Outgo
Net inreue

Su m.entary
=In

insurmnc
Income
outgo
Net increase
End-of-yar

*2.5
23.7
+1.8

10.3
10Q2
+0.1
5.0

k3Z4
27.1
+5.3
20. 1

12.3
11.7
+0.7
5.7

30.9
27.2

14.1
13.4
60.76.4

v

Is

$41.8
350
+6.8
340

159
152
.0.7
7.1

$45.0
+5*6

39.6

17.9
17.1
*0.8
7.8

FY"!WtdA 0 FY UM



Chart 11

Medicare Trust Funds-Under Present Law

This chart shows the status of the two medicare trust funds in
each of the next 5 fiscal years. The data in this chart are based on
current law.
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Hetth Programs: Propos ChA t
(dollarsin billions)

President budget:
MEDICARE:

HOpital cost containment
Cost sharing for working aged
Other -r

MEDICAID:
Child health assurance

program
Hospital cost containment*
Other d&w"e

FY19W9

-$0.4

-0.1

FYlgeo

-0.2.$..

+0.3
-02

-0.1

thLesthan0.05billion
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Chart 12

Health Programs: Proposed Changes

Medicwa.-The administration proposes to limit increases in total
revenues of non-Federal hospitals. This reduction would result in a
decrease of $1.5 billion in medicare expenditures in fiscal year 1980-
2½ times the savings estimated for the hospital cost containment
proposal presented in last year's budget. To achieve such reductions,
the proposal would apply caps to increases in hospital spending which
the staff feels are unrealistically low on the average and which fail to
take any account of hospitals' individual circumstances and needs.
If, as CBO estimates, hospital expenditures increase by 14.1 percent
in 1979, the average permitted increase for 1980 would be limited to
6.4 percent under the administration's proposal

The staff believes that it is unrealistic to expect enactment of the
legislation required to achieve a reduction of $1.5 billion in medicare
expenditures on the basis of the cost containment initiatives proposed
in the administration's budget.

The administration also proposes legislation that would appear to
require employers with elderly employees and the elderly self-em-
ployed to share with the Federal Government the cost of hospital in-
surance No details for this proposal, estimated to reduce costs by $200
million, are given in the President's budget.

Medicai&d-The President's budget proposes legislation to expand
and improve the early and periodic screening, diagnosis and treatment
("EPSDT") program under medicaid. Legislation with similar ob-
jectives was approved by the Finance Committee last year. Outlays
under the proposal for fiscal year 1980 are estimated to be $0.3 billion.
The budget proposes to fully offset these additional costs through cost
containment legislation intended to reduce medicaid's fiscal year 1980
spending by $0.3 billion. Most of these savings would be achieved
through the hospital cost containment initiatives described above and,
as explained above, the staff does not believe that the proposed sav-
ings are realistic.

Staff &,uge8tioiu-While the staff does not concur in the budget
estimate of $2 )%'lion in medicare-medicaid savings for fiscal year
1980, it believes that 4rmative proposals could be developed that
would provide a credible-tasis, if enacted or implemented administra-
tively, for savings equal to a substantial proportion of those projected
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in the budget (perhaps as much as $1.5 billion). The Senate last year
approved a number of proposals which were contained in the Medicare-
Medicaid Administrative and Reimbursement Reform (H.R. 5285 in
the last Congress).

Other possible proposals would, for example:
1. Prevent excessive reimbursement for ambulatory care in hos-

pital outpatients departments;
2. Require substantial justification for reimbursing institutions

a disproportiunate share for specific service (e.g., malpractice
insurance vrnd routine nursing) provided medicare and medicaid
patients;

3. Establish a limited program of grants and loans to convert
unnecessary hospital units to skilled nursing and intermediate
care facilities;

4. Limit payment for long-term care provided in hospitals' acute
care facilities;

5. Place a standby, interim reimbursement limit for medicare
and medicaid on increases in hospitals' ancillary costs (to become
effective if the hospital industry Voluntary Effort fails);

6. Require application, for purposes of medicare and medicaid,
of equitable cost limits to skilled nursing and intermediate care
facilities within a specified period;

7. Streamline the method for transferring Federal medicaid
funds to all States;

8. Broaden States' authority to contract for certain devices and
equipment (such as hearing aids and eyeglasses) under their
medicaid programs;

9. Cover free-standing detoxification units under medicare; and
10. Direct PSRO's to review the appropriateness of preopera-

tive hospital stays in excess of 1 day and diagnostic tests that are
routinely carried out when a patient is admitted, etc.

Co8t increase propo8al8.-In determining its estimates of the likely
budgetary impact of Finance Committee legislation in the health func-
tion, the committee will need to consider whether or not any health
legislation enacted this year will include items which increase costs as
well as items which reduce costs. While budgetary cost savings can be
more easily achieved if legislation to expand medicare or medicaid
benefits is deferred, the committee may wish to consider whether any
cost savings legislation is likely to include some of the various pro-
posals which have been made for increasing benefits.

a
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(dollars in billions)
FY4097

*6.9

0.2

Revenue sharing
General revenue sharing
Counter clical revenue

Present law
Administration

propoSm extnion

Sugar Program
Present law (revenues)
Chang for Committee

consideration:
Payments
Revenues

Interest

FYI900

IW4

06.9

0.2

(0.6) (0.6)

.M.W.0 +0.1
(+001)

59.8 65.7
(Committe decisions on
deficit and debt limit
determine estimate)

Note: For butlay'impact of refundable tax
credit provisions, see revenue charts
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Chart 13

Revenue Sharing; Sugar Program; Interest on the Public Debt

GENERAL AND COUNTERCYCLICAL REVENUE SHARING
General revenue sharing has become a central feature of the Federal

Government's efforts to assist State and local governments In 1976,
the Congress approved legislation to extend this program through
September 30,1980. Under this program, provision has been made for
outlays in each of the fiscal years 1979 and 1980 of $6.9 billion. One-
third of these amounts is distributed to State governments and two-
thirds to local governments. Since the inception of this program total
payments of $45.4 billion have been made to these governments, cover-
ing calendar years 1972 through 1978. A proposal has been introduced
and referred to the committee to eliminate the distribution of general
revenue sharing funds to State government&

Countercyclical revenue sharing, approved in July 1976 and ex-
tended through September 30, 1978 by the Intergovernmental Anti-
Recession Assistance Act, provided for outlays in fiscal year 1978 of
$1.5 billion. Under this program funds were distributed to State and
local governments with high unemployment (exceeding 4.5 percent)
when the national unemployment rate for the two preceding quarters
exceeded 6 percent. This program was not extended beyond Septem-
ber 30, 1978. The administration has proposed that this program be
revised and extended through fiscal year 1980. This would require
outlays of an additional $250 million for fiscal year 1979 and $150
million for 1980. Other legislation has been introduced by members
of the committee that would require outlays of approximately $500
million for fiscal year 1979 and $700 million for fiscal year 1980.

SUGAR PROGRAM

The Sugar Act expired on December 31, 1974. In fiscal year 1975,
the last fiscal year the program was in effect, $86 million was appro-
priated to cover Sugar Act program payments for the 1974 crop year.
An amendment to the Food and Agriculture Act of 1977 contained a
price-support program. The price of the 1977 and 1978 crops of sugar
beets and sugarcane were supported via a tariff and supplemental fee,
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imposed under Presidential proclamation, in addition to the price-
support program. While existing legislation has expired, the admin-
istration has stated they will support the domestic sugar market price
at a 15 cents per pound level for the 1979 crop year using existing
authorities.

The International Sugar Agreement, which is now before the Senate
for its advice and consent as a treaty, would require implementing
legislation within the jurisdiction of the Finance Committee. If the
committee expects to act on the sugar program this year, an estimate
of the necessary appropriation should be included in the committee's
budget recommendation.

If a sugar program which included payments were to be reinstated
after the current crop year ends in September 1979, an excise tax or
tariff on sugar would yield sufficient revenues to more than offset any
program payments. The tariff would make up the difference between
the domestic market price objective and the world market price.

In the previous session of Congress, the Senate favorably acted
upon a new sugar program. The committee, for budgetary purposes,
may wish to assume enactment of a similar bill, updated for inflation.
If a target price of 17 cents per pound were authorized (consisting
of 0.5 cents per pound payment and a market price objective of 16.5
cents per pound), the payments would require an expenditure of $60
million. Although no payments would be made before October 1,1979,
payments could then be made with respect to periods before that date.
The additional expenditures would be more than offset by addi-
tional revenues; supporting the market price objective at 16.5 cents
per pound via a tariff would yield an additional $108 million in revenue
over existing duty collections (assuming world market prices remain
unchanged).

INTEREST ON THE PUBLIC DEBT

Budget outlays for interest on the public debt are estimated in the
President's budget to rise from $59.8 billion in fiscal year 1979 to a
level of $65.7 billion in fiscal year 1980. These projected increases
result from the financing of budget deficits for each of these years
and from Federal borrowing to finance off-budget Federal entities
When the committee has completed its decisions on revenues, expendi-
tures, and the budget deficit, the appropriate interest figures can be
calculated.

It should be noted that unlike past budget estimates, where the rate
of interest on the public debt has been assumed to be the rate of interest
prevailing at the time the estimates were made, this year's budget
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assumes that interest rates will decline as the rate of inflation falls.
The interest outlay estimate therefore assumes the 91-day bill rate will
decline gradually from 9.3 percent, the prevailing rate at the time the
estimates were made, to an average of about 8.8 percent in calendar
year 1979 and 7.6 percent in calendar year 1980.

BUDGETARY TREATMENT OF REFUNDABLE CREDITS

In previous years, refundable tax credits were treated in their en-
tirety as revenue reductions for purposes of the congressional budget
process. This treatment has no impact one way or the other on the
total budgetary surplus or deficit but was of some procedural im-
portance since refundable tax credits are dealt with in the context of
revenue legislation which follows somewhat different Budget Act
procedural requirements than expenditure legislation. Starting with
the last Congress, however, the budget procedures were modified to
treat the refundable aspects of tax credits as "expenditures" rather
than as revenue reductions. For purposes of this document, however,
the budgetary aspects of refundable tax credits are discussed in the
context of the other revenue items to which they are related. The two
significant refundable tax credit items for fiscal 1980 are the earned
income tax credit discussed in connection with chart 14 and the real
wage insurance proposal discussed in connection with chart 15.
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Individ
Corpor
social ii

Excise
Estate

Custo•
Oter

Revenues: Present Law
(dollars in billions)

FY V99 PY

ual in•om tax* $203.6 •2
nationn income tax 70.3
"nce taums 141.8 1
taxes 18.4
and gift taxes 5.7
% duties 7.5
revenues 8.7

TOTAL

29.6
71.0
61.2
18.4
6.0
8.4
9.9

4559 5045

*The refundble Ft of the aed income tax credit
(not rmfeCed in the numb ) involves "*o of

O.8 billion in FYt9M &Wd $t billionIn FY198O
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Chart 14

Revenues : Present Law

Federal revenues are in large part composed of receipts from income
and payroll taxes. The administration budget estimates that in fiscal
year 1979, these revenues will yield a total of $455.9 billion under
present law. For fiscal year 1979, the administration budget projects
a revenue yield of $504.5 billion under present law.

Income taxes paid by individuals are estimated to amount to $229.6
billion for fiscal year 1980. Revenues from this source, which account
for the largest single source of Federal revenues, will amount to 45.5
percent of total Federal revenues.

Income taxes paid by corporations are estimated at $71.0 billion
for fiscal year 1980.

Social insurance taxes and contributions, composed of social security
and other payroll taxes, unemployment insurance taxes and deposits,
Federal employee retirement contributions, and premium payments
for supplementary medical insurance are expected to total $161.2
billion. Receipts from these sources will account for approximately
31.9 percent of the total Federal revenues.

Excise taxes imposed on selected commodities, services, and activi-
ties are expected to provide $18.4 billion during fiscal year 1980.

Estate and gift taxes imposed on the value of property held at
death and inter vivos transfers of property are projected to produce
$6.0 billion.

Customs duties, levied on imports are anticipated to raise $8.4
billion.

Other taxes and miscellaneous receipts are expected to total $9.9
billion.

Under the budgetary conventions used in previous years, the entire
impact of refundable tax credits was treated as a revenue reduction.
Starting with the last Congress, this procedure was changed to treat
the refundable aspects of those credits as though they were budgetary
expenditures. As a result, the $229.6 billion of individual income tax
revenues shown on this chart reflects the $740 million revenue re-
duction attributable to the nonrefundable part of that credit but does
not reflect the refundable part of the credit whioh shows up in the
budget as an "outlay" of $1.547 billion. Under legislation enacted
last year, the refundable part of the earned income tax credit will
begin to be reflected in withholding during the upcoming year. This
may require a further reassessment of its budgetary treatment.
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Revenues: Proposed Legisla ion
(dollars in billions)

FYI7 FY 19
President bud4t•
Individual taxes:

Real wage insuran•e
Fringe benefits
Carryover basis on

capital gains
Independe& c t

Social insurance taxes:
Railroad retirnent

payroll taxes

Excre taxes:
Airport and airway trust

fund

M.0" A'

*

+0.2

-pp +0.1

Tax-exempt homing bonds --

Oil pollution liability fee 4+0.1
Allowance'for minor bills -0.1

ProposAls to be suLbmttd effect on revenues not
yet detegm-ined

** Also involves $02 billion in butlays" for
refundable portion of credit

0



Chart 15

Revenues: Proposed LeIlation

The administration has stated in the budget that it plans to submit
to Congress several tax proposals which will have their initial impact
during fiscal year 1980.

Rea wage insrance.--The major proposal-real wage insurance--
is part of the President's anti-inflation program. Under this proposal,
a taxpayer who is a member of a group which receives a wage increase
of 7 percent or less would receive a payment from the Federal Govern-
ment, if the Consumer Price Index (CPI) rises by more than 7 percent.
The payment would be a percentage of eligible earnings up to $20,000
from any one employer, and the amount would be included in income
for tax purposeL The percentage would be the difference between 7
percent and the percentage increase in the CPI; the maximum increase
in the CPI considered for this calculation would be 10 percent. Under
the administration's economic assumptions, the revenue loss would be
$2.3 billion in fiscal year 1980. Independent estimates of the revenue
loss from this proposal have been prepared separately by the staff of
the Joint Committee on Taxation and the Congressional Budget office.
These estimates, particularly assumptions about the rate of inflation
and the number of workers expected to qualify for the program, dif-
fer from the Administration estimate. The Administration estimates
a cost of $5 billion associated with each percentage point by which the
inflation rate exceeds 7 percent. The staff of the Joint Committee on
Taxation estimates that the cost per percentage point could be sub-
stantially less, depending on the detailed specifications of the proposal.

Other individual income tax prposaZa..-The administration has
stated its intention to submit proposals which relate to the inclusion of
fringe benefits in income for tax purposes, carryover basis for assets
held at death and clarification of the distinction between an employee
and independent contractor for purposes of employment taxes and
withholding taxes on wages and salaries. The proposals which will be
submitted will become effective for taxable years beginning after De-
cember 31, 1979. Revenue estimates will be made after the proposals
have been formulated.

(63)
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Railroad retirement.-In order to alleviate funding problems of the
railroad retirement trust fund, increaes in the payroll taxes have
been recommended which will become effective January 1, 1980. The
major change will be to eliminate the $1,700 per month ceiling for the
employer contribution of the payroll tax. Receipts in fiscal year 1980
would be increased by $200 million.

Airport and aitw trust fund.-Current excise taxes on airfreight
waybills and air passenger tickets, and certain other taxes, will expire
on July 1,1980. The administration proposes to continue the ticket and
waybill taxes at their current rates and to change the 7-cents-per-
gallon tax on aviation fuel to a 10-percent ad valorem tax. In addition,
the administration has proposed a new 6-percent tax on new aircraft
and aircraft equipment to become effective on October 1, 1980. The
extension will avoid a reduction of net trust fund receipts of $100 mil-
lion in fiscal year 1980.

Revision of tax-ezempt stats for certain mortgage bond.--The
administration intends to propose legislation to limit the use of funds
from tax-exempt bond issues for mortgage financing to low and
moderate income families or to other narrowly targeted public policy
objectives.

Oil pollution liali~ty and compemation.-The administration is
also proposing legislation to establish a fund of up to $200 million
to encourage cleanup of oil spills on the Nation's waterways. A fee
of up to 3 cents per barrel of oil is proposed on oil received at any
U.S. refinery or terminal. The proposal is estimated to increase receipts
by $0.1 billion in 1980.

Other proposalo.-A number of tax proposals have been introduced
by various members of the committee. These measures range from
across-the-board tax reduction proposals, which could reduce receipts
by up to $16 billion during the first year, to a host of minor tax
changes which would cut revenues by less than $10 million. Included
in this group of proposed tax changes are such items as a tax credit
for tuition paid to elementary, secondary and postsecondary schools,
a tax credit for contributions to an individual housing account, a tax
credit for charitable contributions, and a tax credit for research and
development expenses. Deductions have been proposed for charitable
contributions for taxpayers who do not claim itemized deductions,
for contributions to limited employee retirement accounts, for ex-
penses incurred in reforesting private lands, and for larger and ac-
celerated deductions for depreciation.
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Exclusions have been proposed for a limited amount of interest
income on savings, a limited amount of dividends reinvested under a
qualified dividend reinvestment plan, and the value of employer-
provided day-care. Deferral of tax on the gain from the sale of certai'
small businesses, repeal of carryover basis for estate tax purposes,
reduction of tax rates applicable to the first $150,000 of corporate tax-
able income, restoration of the gasoline tax deduction, inclusion of
gains from the sale of agricultural lands along with the sale of a
principal residence in calculating the capital gains exclusion, changes
in the special use valuation rule for farmland, subjecting nonresident
alien investors to capital gains tax on U.S. real property, and the
delay or repeal of various revenue rulings and IRS regulations have
also been proposed.

Other major changes that have been suggested include indexing indi-
vidual and corporate tax rates and the personal exemption and the
zero bracket amount; permitting heads of household to use the stand-
ard deduction available to married persons, permitting married
couples with both spouses working to use the tax rates applicable to
single taxpayers, and providing a tax credit for certain social security
tax payments.

Alnowancs for minor tax and tariff bil~g.-The budget resolutions
set an overall floor on revenues, and this floor is, after the second
resolution, enforceable by point of order. While this procedure is
intended to provide budgetary control over major revenue changes,
it also applies to bills which have ofily a very minor revenue impact
but may be important for other reasons such as tariff bills or bills
designed to correct inequities in the treatment of taxpayers. In order
to avoid unduly restricting the flexibility of the Senate to consider
such measures, the committee has in the past recommended that an
allowance of $0.1 billion for minor tax and tariff legislation be incor-
porated into whatever revenue levels are established in the budget
resolution.
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Tax Expenditures: Present Law
(dollars in billions)

FY1979 FY1980
Commerce and housing

credit
Income security
General purpose fiscal

assistance

Educationtraining,
employment, and
social services

Health
Energy
International affairs
Other tax expenditures

*632 •72.9
30.7 35.7
17.0 19.1
12.8

12.4
4.2
22
7.4

13.0

14.1
4.3
2.3
7.7

a



Chart 16

Tax Expenditures: Present Law

The concept of tax expenditures was developed in order to compare
the Federal Government's total contribution to various activities,
through direct expenditures and indirectly through deductions, de-
ferrals, and credits in the tax structure. With thi. formation, con-
sideration of the budget will ultimately involve ex ..Jination of both
direct and tax expenditures as alternate means of providing incentives

The chart presents a summary of tax expenditures by budget func-
tional category and estimates of their revenue effects. The table con-
taining the estimates presented by the administration as a special anal-
ysis in the 1980 budget is reproduced in appendix C.

The definition of a tax expenditure is imprecise. The objective gen-
erally, however, is to include as tax expenditures those tax provisions
that are not ordinary deductions taken for the purpose of determining
net income of a business, whether incorporated or not. Deductions for
individuals that are not business-related then clearly should be treated
as tax expenditures. The imprecision that exists with respect to dove-
tailing concept and practice has generated substantial controversy.
Because of the difficulty of achieving precision, the staff approach is to
be as comprehensive as is reasonable when deciding what is to
be included. The staff also believes that the term "tax expenditure" and
a listing of a provision carry no implication of approval or disap-
proval, or judgment about the effectiveness of any one provision. A
listing simply reflects present law and, therefore, present public policy.

If the various tax expenditure figures in the two columns were
added, they would total $149.9 billion in fiscal year 1979 and $169.1
billion in fiscal year 1980. However, the separate items, even in func-
tional categories, should not be simply added because the revenue esti-
mates are made with the assumption that no other changes would be
made by the taxpayer if the one item were to be repealed. Many tax-
payers have the choice of using other tax expenditures, if they are
interested in tax shelters. For some, repeal of a provision could fore-
close that source of economic income, and they might permanently
suffer a significantly reduced income. For all taxpayers, repeal of a
tax expenditure provision could affect their tax liabilities through
movement into higher tax brackets or no longer having to itemize
deductions.
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Debt Limit
(dollarsin billions)

Temporary debt limit through
March 31, 1979

Administration estimate of debt
subject to limit Sept. 0, 1979

Plus:
Federal funds deficit for

FY 1980
Off- budget agency spending

financed by Treasury and
other financing

Equals:
Debt subject to limit Sept3 1980

$798.0

833.0

49.0

1l1.2

893.2

9

0



Chart 17

Debt Limit

Under existing law, the debt limit is $798 billion until March 31,
1979. The temporary debt limit expires March 31, 1979. In the ab-
sence of further legislation, the debt ceiling would decline on that dAe
to its permanent level of $400 billion.

For fecal year 1980 the administration assumes that the debt sub-
ject to limit would reach $893.2 billion on September 30,1980. Under-
lying these estimates are the legislative proposals which the PresIdent
proposed to Congress in the budget for fiscal year 1980 and the eco-
nomic outlook for that period. In addition, the fiscal year 1980 needs
include issue of debt by the Federal Financing Bank under the debt
limit on behalf of various agency programs and several agencies whoa
activities are not included within budget totals.
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Committee on Finance 1978 Report to the Budget Committee With
Respect to Fiscal Year 1979 (including supplemental report on
5-year outlook)



LETTER OF TRANSMITAL

UNT• STATES SENATE,
Coxxrrru oN FUiMNo,

Waahington, D.C., Maerc 10, 197&
Hon. EDMUND S. MusxRK,
Ch-aim'na Committee on the Budget,
U.S. Senate,
Wa. kington D.C.

DzAR MiL CHAmxAN: This letter transmits the views and estimates
of the Committee on Finance on those aspects of the Federal Budget
for fiscal year 1979 which fall within the Committee's jurisdiction as
is required by section 301(c) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974.

Economic aaamptipm.-Many of the components which go to make
up the budget totals are highly susceptible to relatively slight changes
in economic conditions. The economic assumptions underlying the
budget are presented on page 31 of the President's budget. For pur-
poses of the first concurrent resolution on the budget, the Finance Com-
mittee accepted these assumptions.

While the President's economic assumptions have been used as a
basis for estimating revenues, unemployment compensation, social se-
curity benefits and other programs under Finance Committee jurisdic-
tion, we recognize that there are other alternative economic assump-
tions which might reasonably be supported. If the Budget Committee
decides to adopt a different set of economic assumptions, an appro-
priate adjustment should be made in some of the revenue and outlay
estimates under present law.

Eatimating budgetary impact.-In the course of developing its rec-
ommendations with respect to the fiscal year 1979 budget, the Commit-
tee became aware of certain estimating problems which tend to distort
the budgetary picture. These problems relate to the offsetting impact
which cArtain budget items may have on other aspects of the budget.
One such problem is that an increase in one budgetary function may
result in offsetting reductions which occur under other budgetary func-
tions. A budgetary allowance for a given proposal thus may stand out
as a significant increase while any offsetting impact may be hidden in
the overaJl estimates for other categories. A related problem is that the
budgetary increases resulting from new legislation tend to be more
easily estimated than the offsetting savings.

(73)
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The work incentive (WIN) program under title IV-C of the Social
Security Act is a case in point. This program is directly targeted on the
reduction of welfare dependency. It includes supportive services, place-
ment activities, training, and subsidized employment. Through some or
all of these activities, the program serves to move an individual from
welfare to employment. This is a program which, in the Committee's
view, dearly pays for itself. However, allowing for increased funding
requires a budgetary increase in ths social services category, while off-
setting savings occur in different categories (income security to the ex-
tent that AFDC and food stamp costs are reduced; health to the extent
of medicaid savings). In addition, the program results in a savings of
State welfare expenditures which are simply not reflected in the budg-
etary totals-although they are important in evaluating the budgetary
impact of the program from the taxpayer's standpoint.

In addition to the fact that the budgetary categories tend to obscure
savings, the extent of the savings has been disputed. The difficulty of
determining the relationship between participation in the program and
subsequent employment, and the lack of certain data concerning the
duration of employment, result in significantly differing views of the
level of offsetting savings which result from increased WIN funding.
However, the fact that savings may be more difficult to estimate than
costs does not mean that savings are less real than costs. Nor is it a
valid approach to the budgetary process to ignore savings because of
difficulties in estimating them.

The Committee is convinced that there are substantial numbers of
welfare recipients who are employable and that the WIN program
can, if adequately funded, provide them with the necessary assistance
and opportunities for employment. Moreover, the Committee believes
that the WIN program must be viewed as an integral part of the
actions Congress has taken in the past few years to improve welfare
programs and to reduce avoidable dependency. (Another important
element of this type is the child support program enacted in 1974.)
The results are impressive. The rapid escalation of welfare depend-
ency which was characteristic of the program at the end of the last
decade has been stopped. Even during the recent recession, when in-
creased dependency would have been expected, the AFDC rolls have,
in fact, declined. In the five years prior to the 1971 amendments which
restructured the WIN program, the AFDC caseload was increasing
at an annual rate of 18 percent as compared with an average annual
increase of only 1 percent over the past 5 years--and an actual decline
of more than 21h percent over the most recent 12-month period for -'
which statistics are available.

The Committee believes that these more favorable trends in case-
load account for substantial savings in expenditures far exceeding
what has been spent on WIN, child support enforcement, and other
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activities which have contributed to those savings. A valid budgetary
judgment must attempt to balance proposed increases in funding for
such programs against the savings which may be anticipated to result
from them. For this reason, the Committee, in developing its budget
recommendations, has incorporated significant offsetting savings into
the estimates underlying this letter in those instances where the Com-
mittee anticipates increased funding of programs which would pro-
duce such savings.

Ezpeditiure prograza.--The Committee on Finance shares with
other committees jurisdiction over a number of program areas involv-
ing expenditures. These areas include income maintenance, health, so-
cial services, and other matters.

Interest on the public debt, which on a gross basis will account
for some $56 billion in Federal outlays during the coming fiscal year,
also falls under the jurisdiction of the Committee on Finance.

The Committee on Finance has reviewed each of the expenditure
programs within its jurisdiction and estimates that the amounts shown
in Table 1 should be allowed in the concurrent budget resolution for
these programs. The Finance Committee estimates involve outlays for
fiscal year 1979 which are $1.4 billion higher than the outlays esti-
mated in the President's budget.

TABLE 1.-FINANCE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS CONW
CERNING BUDGET AUTHORITY AND OUTLAYS UNDER COM-
MITTEE JURISDICTION: FISCAL 1979

[In billions of dollars)

Budget
Functional category authority Outlays

350 Agriculture ........................... 0 0
New legislation ........................ +0.3 +0.3

450 Community and regional develop-
m ent ............................... 1 .1

500 Education, training, employment,
and social services ................. 4.1 4.1

New legislation ............. +1.3 +1.3
550 Health .......... 44.1 42.5

New 'egislation V("
'ýCl nc) fcrre Z,5acrity 13 19 129.3

-' - ,4: "scal assistance 7.0 7.0',• .. ,a1•... +1.1 1+1.1
-400 r-terest '........ 55.7 55.7+.4 +.4

'Certain offsetting interest receipts reduce the budgetary Impact of this total
to $49,oooooo,ooo.

*Net change less than $50,000,000.
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Agrk.uur&--The only program within the Finance Committee's
jurisdiction in this functional category is the Sugar Act. That Act
expired at the end of December 1974 and no payments to sugar grow-
ers were made for crop years after 1974. However, crop support pay-
ments have been authorized through the end of this calendar year
under the Food and Agriculture Act of 1977. The amount shown for
new legislation will permit enactment of a support payment program
along the lines of the former Sugar Act. (The International Sugar
Agreement which is now before the Senate for its advice and consent
would require new, implementing legislation.)

In the past, the excise tax on sugar (which has also expired) has
produced revenues which exceed the cost of the payments to sugar
growers. (The current support payments are funded through higher
tariffs on imported sugar.) The Finance Committee revenue estimates
also allow for renewal of the sugar tariff and/or excise tax, so that
taken together, renewal of the support payments and the tariff or ex-
cise tax would leave the budget deficit unchanged.

Educati&n, training, employment, and sociu sedie.-In this cate-
gory, there are several programs under the jurisdiction of the Com-
mittee on Finance including the general social services program
under title XX of the Social Security Act, the child welfare services
program, and the work incentive program (WIN) for employable
recipients of aid to families with dependent children. In the case of
the WIN program there is, in addition to the general authorization of
permanent law, a special authorization for fiscal years 1978 and 1979
under Public Law 95-30. This law was enacted last year and the Com-
mittee has approved legislation to provide an additional increase in
that authorization. The Committee has also reported legislation which
would increase the funding required for the title XX and child wel-
fare services programs. In developing its estimates for this function
the Committee has taken into account the requirements for providing
adequate funding for these three programs under present law and
under the legislation already approved by the Committee. We have
also included an allowance for further increases under additional leg-
islation.

HeaZ-.--The Committee on Finance has jurisdiction over the Med-
icare, Medicaid, and maternal and child health programs. The Com-
mittee recommends that the Congressional budget for fiscal year 1979
allow approximately the same level of funding for this function (in-
sofar as it concerns Finance Committee programs) as under present
law. In making this recommendation, the Committee anticipates that
it will be proposing legislation affecting health category expenditures.
However, the Committee believes that sufficient savings can be achieved
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to offset the costs of any new spending that the Committee may pro-
pose. At the same time, however, the Committee notes that the Admin-
istration budget proposed a savings of $0.7 billion in medicare and
medicaid through its hospital cost containment proposal. The Com-
mittee believes that it would be unrealistic to base a Congressional
budget estimate on the expectation that this proposal will be enacted.
The Committee intends to act this year on legislation dealing with the
costs of the Medicare and Medicaid programs and is convinced that
it can develop legislation which will, in the long run, be as effective,
if not more effective in restraining hospital costs in those programs
than the Administration proposal. In developing this proposal, the
Committee will to the extent reasonably possible, attempt to affect
short-range costs also. However, the Committee strongly recommends
that the budget resolution not anticipate fiscal year 1979 savings from
hospital cost containment.

lrwom. aecwity.--In the income security function of the budget,
the Committee on Finance has jurisdiction over the basic national
social insurance and public assistance programs. The major programs
involved are old-age, survivors, and disability insurance, supplemental
security income for the aged, blind, and disabled, aid to families with
dependent children, and unemployment compensation. The Committee
recommendation for this function indicates allowance for legislative
changes which would reduce outlays by $0.1 billion. In making this
recommendation, the Committee points out that legislation already
reported by the Committne would involve certain new spending in this
category offset by provisions which would reduce income security costs.
In addition, as pointed out earlier in this letter, the Committee be-
lieves that fuller funding of the work incentive (WIN) program under
existing law and under proposed legislation will be effective in reduc-
ing AFDC expenditures.

The President's budget anticipates legislation to reduce the costs
of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance program by some
$0.6 billion. The Committee notes that action on major social security
legislation has already been completed during this Congress. That
legislation included the elimination of certain low-priority benefit
features which would otherwise have cost $1.2 billion in calendar year
1979. The Committee intends to continue to review the social security
program and to recommend appropriate legislative changes to elimi-
nate any costs which result from unnecessary and undesirable provi-
sions. It would not, however, be realistic to assume that such legis-
lation will be enacted to provide additional reductions in this program
for fiscal year 1979. The Committee recommends that the savings
shown in the President's budget not be incorporated into the develop-
ment of the Congressional budget resolution.

39-317 0 - 79 - 6
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General purpo fUwc a•am•atawe.-This function of the budget in-
cludes general revenue sharing, countercyclical revenue sharing, and
other items such as payments to Puerto Rico of amounts equal to cer-
tain tax collections. The countercyclical revenue sharing program is
scheduled to expire at the end of fiscal year 1978, but the President's
budget has recommended its extension through September 30, 1979.
The President's tax recommendations include features which would
involve some expenditures in this category in the form of subsidies
related to municipal bonds issued on a taxable basis. The Committee
recommendations that $1.1 billion be allowed for possible new legis-
lation in this budget function would be sufficient to accommodate the
outlays resulting from such legislation if it is determined to be ap-
propriate when that legislation is considered substantively. The Com-
mittee notes that the President's proposed bond subsidy program ap-
parently would take a form requiring a multi-year appropriation for
which several billion dollars in additional budget authority would be
necessary. We have not yet had the opportunity to decide whether
such s program will be a part of our tax recommendation nor, if agreed
to, the exact form of such a program. We therefore feel that it would
be appropriate at this time to limit the budget authority allowed for
such a contingency to what would be necessary to cover the first year's
outlays.

Intereet.-The interest function in the budget includes interest on
the public debt, interest payments on certain tax refunds, and certain
offsetting interest receipts. The Committee estimates that present law,
as modified by legislative proposals of President Carter not within this
Committee's jurisdiction, will involve gross interest on the public
debt of $55.4 billion. The Committee also estimates that the increased
deficit resulting from the revenue and outlay recommendations in this
letter would increase that interest by a further $0.4 billion.

TABLE 2.-FISCAL YEAR 1979 FINANCE COMMITTEE REVENUE
ESTIMATES

[In billions of dollars]

Present law ............... '472.2
Allowance for legislati~on ne ................ -44.0

Present law and legislation ......................... 428.2
' The committee, for purposes of this report, has accepted the President's budget

estimates of present law revenues. It Is noted, however, that those estimates do
not include the $200,000,000 in fiscal year 1979 revenues attributable to the
recently enacted tax on coal under the Black Lung Benefits Revenue Act of 1977,
and It is also understood that the budget does not reflect the increased outlays
resulting from the companion legislation modifying the Black Lung program
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Revenue-.-The different types of Federal revenues include indi-
vidual and corporate incomes taxes, social insurance taxes, excise taxes,
estate and gift taxes, and customs duties. For purposes of this report,
all Federal receipts have been treated as revenues; those receipts in
the President's budget which do not fall within the Finance Commit-
tee's jurisdiction have been accepted without change.

The President's budget for fiscal year 1979 proposes revenue reduc-
tions totaling $32.6 billion as compared with present law. The Com-
mittee has not yet had an opportunity to deal with the President's spe-
cific recommendations. We have already acted on certain revenue
measures, such as the tuition tax credit proposal which has been re-
ported to the Senate, and the energy tax package which is presently
before a committee" of conference. The Committee notes that, in addi-
tion to the President's recommendations. m number of other proposals
are likely to be considered which would affect revenues from individ-
ual and corporate income, social insurance, and other taxes. In order
to accommodate the net impact of legislative action which may be
taken in these areas, the Committee recommends that the budget allow
for new legislation reducing revenues by $44 billion in fiscal 1979.

The revenue estimate of the Finance Committee includes an assump-
tion that, if it becomes necessary to reenact the Sugar Act, the Com-
mittee will propose a renewal of the sugar excise tax which would off-
set any payments under the act to growers. The estimate also includes
an allowance to cover minor tax and tariff legislation. The Committee
notes that setting a budget resolution revenue total at exactly the
level of expected revenues could result in an unfortunate procedural
barrier to the consideration of minor tax and tariff bills which have
only negligible revenue implications. While such bills have essentially
no budgetary impact, they are technically inconsistent with the budget
resolution (and after the second budget resolution may be subject to
a point of order). To deal with this situation, the Committee on Fi-
nance strongly recommends that the revenue total in the budget reso-
lution be set at a level $0.1 billion below the level of revenues other-
wise anticipated.

Budget d•eflc.--Table 3 shows the overall budgetary impact of the
recommendations of the Committee on Finance concerning the fiscal
year 1978 Congressional budget resolution.
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TABLE 3.-BUDGETARY IMPACT OF FINANCE COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDATIONS

(In billions of dollars]

Revenues Outlays Deficit

Present law ' ........................ 472.2 498.5 -26.4
President's budget .................. 439.6 500.2 -60.6
Finance Committee recommenda-

tion ................................ 428.2 501.5 -73.4

1Does not include impact of recent Black Lung legislation. See footnote to table 2. For
purposes of this table, "present law" outlay totals include proposed legislation in the President's
budget which is not within the jurisdiction of the Committee on finance.

Public debt limit.-The permanent debt limit under existing law is
$400 billion. In addition, there is a temporary debt limit in effect which
brings the overall limit to $752 billion. This temporary limit expires
on March 31, 1978, and in the absence of further legislation the debt
ceiling would decline to the $400 billion permanent level. The pro-
jected deficit for fiscal year 1979 will increase the debt subject to limit
to a level of $880 billion under the recommendations of the Commit-
tee on Finance contained in this letter. Except for those recommenda-
tions, this estimate is computed on the basis of the President's budget.
The Budget Committee may, therefore, find it necessary to adjust the
debt limit estimates to take account of any other appropriate adjust-
ments to the estimates in the budget for programs i.ot within the
jurisdiction of the Committee on Finance.

9
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TABLE 4.-PUBLIC DEBT LIMIT ESTIMATES

[in billions of dollars)

Debt subject to limit as of September 30, 1978 ............ 778
Plus:

Federal funds deficit for fiscal year 1979 ............... 87
Off-budget agency spending financed by Treasury and

other financing ........................................ 15
Equals: Debt subject to limit as of September 30, 1979 .... 880

Tax ezpenditures.-The Congressional Budget Act of 1974 defines
"tax expenditures" as "revenue losses attributable to provisions of the
Federal tax laws which allow a special exclusion, exemption, or deduc-
tion from gross income or which provide a special credit, a preferen-
tial rate of tax, or a deferral of tax liability." In the Committee's view,
the question of whether a given revenue provision represents a special
or a normal application of tax policy is one which in many instances
cannot be objectively resolved. For this reason, the Committee feels
that the only way in which it can comply with the Budget Act's re-
quirement that it present its estimates with respect to tax expenditures
is by listing all items which have been so designated. In doing so, how-
ever, the Committee does not either endorse or reject the contention
that any or all of these items designated as tax expenditures represent
a departure from normal tax policy.

For the reason stated above, the Finance Committee accepts at face
value the ax expenditure listing included in Special Analysis G of
the President's budget.

The Finance Committee staff is available to answer any additional
questions you may have on these estimates.

With every good wish, I am
Sincerely,

RUSSELL B. LoNG, Chairmnan.

39-317 0 - 79 - 7



U.S. SENATE,
CoMMrrrE oN FINANCE,

Hon. EDMUND S. MUSKIE, Washington, D.C., April 4,1978.

Chairman, Committee on the Budget, US. Senate,
Wa8shAgton, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMA.N: This is in response to your request for addi-
tional information concerning the budgetary implications of legisla-
tion within the jurisdiction of the Committee on Finance for years
beyond the upcoming fiscal year which was the subject of the March 10,
1978 letter transmitting the views and estimates of the Committee on
Finance as required by section 301(c) of the Congressional Budget Act.

As indicated in the March 10 letter, the Committee on Finance
anticipates the enactment of significant legislation affecting revenues
and affecting expenditures under the programs within the Com-
mittee's jurisdiction. In that letter, the Committee has attempted to
assess the fiscal 1979 budgetary impact of the actions it may take in
these areas. These actions will also affect the budget for subsequent
years although the likely budgetary impact for those years will de-
pend very heavily on the exact nature of the legislative changes, mostof which remain to be considered at a later date. The information
below discusses the future year budgetary implications of legislation
within Finance Committee jurisdiction to the extent that it is feasi-
ble to do so. I am also attaching a copy of a committee print which
includes certain projections of future year program levels referred to
in the matter below.

EXPENDITURE PROGRAMS
Education, training, employment, and social services.-Programs

in this category include the title XX social services program, the
child welfare services program, the work incentive program, and the
employment services program funded through the unemployment
trust fund. The amount of funding for the title XX program is
limited by a permanent ceiling in the law which has been set at $2.5
billion since 1972. A temporary increase of $2.7 billion was pro-
vided for fiscal years 1977 and 1978 and the Committee has reported
legislation to make the $2.7 billion a permanent ceiling. Further in-
creases for fiscal 1979 or future years would occur only as a result
of specific legislative change. The child welfare services program
would be funded at a level of approximately $0.1 billion under the
President's fiscal 1979 budget. The Committee has reported legisla-

(82)
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tion modifying the program in ways which it anticipates would lead
to requests for full funding of the program at its $266 million au-
thorization level within a few years. The work incentive program was
funded last year at a level of $0.4 billion. The Committee has reported
legislation which would authorize additional funding to a level of
$1.1 billion for fiscal year 1979 and $1.5 billion for future years.
Funding for the employment services program through the unem-
ployment trust fund becomes available under a formula which allo-
cates a portion of the Federal Unemployment Tax to the Unemploy-

* • ment Administration Account.
Health.-Major programs in this category are medicare, medicaid,

and maternal and child health. Present law projections for five fiscal
years for the medicare programs appear on page 42 of the attached
committee print. Similar growth patterns might be 2xpcted in the
medicaid program although the costs of that program are somewhat
more susceptible to variation because of State control over program
content and eligibility. The maternal and child health program is
governed by a specific authorization level of $0.4 billion. The Com-
mittee has under consideration legislation designed to reduce the costs
of the medicare and medicaid programs over the next several years;
however, the timing and level of the reductions will be feasible to esti-
mate only after the Committee has completed action on the measure.

Incme 8ecuritty.-The major income security programs are social
security, unemployment compensation, supplemental security income,
and aid to families with dependent children. The estimated 5 year pro-
jections of the social security program appear on page 16 of the en-
closed committee print. Changes to these estimates may be possible
but will depend on legislation to be developed over the next few years.
The unemployment compensation program's costs will depend pri-
marily on the level of unemployment experienced over the coming
years. The public assistance programs have been relatively stable in
the past year or two and the cost of these programs--particularly the
Aid to Families with Dependent Children program--can be signifi-
cantly reduced as a result of legislation the Committee has already
recommended in H.R. 7200 and S. 2779.

General put-pose fiscal a,8istance.-The major programs in this cate-
gory are general revenue sharing and countercyclical revenue sharing.
The general revenue sharing program's expenditure levels are limited
by existing legislation to $6.8 billion for each fiscal year through fiscal
1980; the program will then expire unless extended by subsequent legis-
lation. The countercyclical revenue sharing program expires at the end
of fiscal year 1978, but the President has proposed a two-year exten-
sion. The need for such a program in future years and the program's
funding level will depend heavily on the economic situation.
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REVENUES

Revenue projections for the next five years appear on page 11 of the
President's budget. At this time, the only action taken by the Commit-
tee which would significantly modify the present law projections is the
reporting of H.R. 3946 which would reduce revenues by $0.9 billion
in fiscal 1979, $1.4 billion in fiscal 1980, $2.8 billion in fiscal 1981, $4.5
billion in fiscal 1982, and $5.3 billion in 5scal 1983. As indicated in the
letter of March 10, 1978, the Committee anticipates further action in
the revenue area to result in a total revenue reduction of $44 billion for
fiscal year 1979. It can be expected that the legislation providing for
those reductions will also result in reduced revenues in subsequent
years but the extent of those future year reductions can only be esti-
mated after the Committee has had an opportunity to determine the
nature of the revenue reduction it will propose.

With every good wish, I am
Sincerely,

Russ•EU B. LoGo,
Chairman.

a
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TITLE II--CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET 13R(CESS

TI MLTABLE

SEC. 300. The timetable with respect to the congressional budget
process for aniy fiscal year is as follows:

On or before:
November 10 ------------------
15th day after Congress aeets__
March 15 ---------------------

April I -----------------------

April 15 ----------------------

May 15 -----------------------

May 15 -----------------------

7th day after labor Day -------

September 15 -----------------

September 2- -

October 1------------------

Action to be completed:

President submits current services budget.
President submits his budget.

committeees and Joint committees submit
reports to Budget Committees.

Congressional Budget Ofce submits report to
Budget Committees.

Budget Committees report first concurrent rev-
olution on the budget to their Houses.

Committees report bills and revolutions author-
izing new budget authority.

Cotgresa completes action on first concurrent
resolution on the budget.

Congress completes action on bills and resolu-
tions providing new budget authority and
new spending authority.

Congress completes action on second required
concurrent resolution on the budget.

Congress completes action on retonciliation bill
or resolution, or both. implementing second
required concurrent resolution.

FYk.al year begins.

.U)OPiIrON OF FIRST CONCUkRKINT RESOLUTION

SEC. 301. (a) AL-•ux To BE Coxq'rw ur M.AY 15.-On or before
May 15 of each year, the Congress shall complete action on the first
concurrent resolution on the budget for the fiscal year beginning on
October I of such year. The concurrent resolution shall set forth-

(1) the appropriate level of total budget outlays and of total
new budget authority;

(2) an estimate of budget outlays and an appropriate level of
new budget authority for each major functional category, for
contingencies, and for undistributed intragovernmental transac-
tions, based on allocations of the appropriate level of total budget
outlays and of total new budget authority;

(3) the amount if any,. of t he sitrplus or the deficit in the budget
which is appropriate in light of economic conditions and all other
relevant factors;

(4) the recommended level of Federal revenues and the amount,
if any, by which the aggregate level of Federal revenues should
be increased or decreased by bills and resolutions to be reported
by the appropriate committees;

(5) the appropriate level of the public debt, and the amount, if
any, by which the statutory. limit on the public debt should be
increased or decreased by bills and resolutions to be reported by
the appropriate committees; and

(6) such other matters relating to the budget as mny be appro-
priate to carry out the purposes of this Act.

(b) ADDITIONAL MA~rEs IN CONCURRENT RLsOLUTION.--The first
concurrent resolution on the budget may also require-

88 STA". 306

31 USC 1321.

0

V

31 USC 1322.

Contents.
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0
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(1) a procedure under which all or certain bills and resolutions
providing new budget authority or providing new spending
authority described in section 401(c) (2) (C) for such fiscal year
shall not be enrolled until the concurrent resolution required to be
reported under section 310(a) has been agreed to, and, if a recon-
ciliation bill or reconciliation resolution, or both, are required to
be reported under section 310(c), until Congress has completed
action on that bill or resolution, or both; and

(2) any other procedure which is considered appropriate to
carry out the purposes of this Act.

Not later than the close of the Ninety-fifth Congress, the Committee Report to
on the Budget of each Hlouse shall report to its House on the imple- Congress.
mentation of procedures described in this subsection.

(c) VIEWS AND EsriMATES or OruxR Coxxlrrrrs.--On or before Submittal to
March 15 of each year, each standing committee of the House of oongressional
Representatives shall submit to the Committee on the Budget of the ooummittess.
House, each standing committee of the Senate shall submit to the
Committee on the Budget of the Senate, and the Joint Economic Com-
mlittee and Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation shall sub-
mit to the Committees on the Budget of both Houses--

(1) its views and estimates with respect to all matters set forth
in sub.ection (a) which relate to matters within the respective
jurisdiction or functions of such committee or joint committee;
and

(2) except in the case of such joint committees, the estimate
of the total amounts of new budget authority, and budget outlays
resulting therefrom, to be provided or authorized in all hills and
resolutions within the jurisdiction of such committee which such
committee inteid!h to be effective during the fiscal year beginning
on October I of such year.

The .Joint Economic committee e shall also submit to the Committees
on the Budget of both Houses, its recommendations as to tile fiscal
policy appropriate to the goals of the Employment Act of 1946. Any 60 Stat, 23.
other contmnittee of the House or Senate may submit to the Committee 15 uSC 1021
on the Budget of its House, and any other joint committee of the note.
Congress may submit to the Conimittees on the Budget of both Houses,
its views anmi estimates with respect to all matters set forth in sub-
section (a) which relate to matters within its jurisdiction or functions.

(d) HlERImNGS AND Rtworr.-In developing the first concurrent reso- Concurrent
lution on the budget referred to in subsection (a) for each fiscal year, resolution,
the Committee on the Budget of each House shall hold hearings and development.
hall receive testimony from Members of Congress and such appro-
priate re presentative-s of Federal departments arid agencies, the gen-
eral public, and national organizations as the committee deems
desirable. On or before April 15 of each year, the committee e on the Report to
Budget of each House shall report to its House the first concurrent Congress.
resolution on the budget referred to in subsection (a) for the fiscal
year beginning on October 1 of such year. The report accompanying Contents.
such concurrent resolution shall include, but not be limited to-

(1) a comparison of revenues estimated by the committee with
those estimated in the budget submitted by the President;

(2) a comparison of the appropriate levels of total budget out-
lays and total new budget authority, as set forth in such
concurrent resolution, with total budget outlays estimated and
total new budget authority requested in the budget submitted by
the President;
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(3) with respect to each major functional category, an estimate
of budget outlays and an appropriate level of new budget author-
ity for all proposed programs and for all existing programs
(including renewals thereof), with the estimate and level for
existing programs being divided between permanent authority
and funds provided in appropriation Acts, and each such division
being subdivided between controllable amounts and all other
amounts;

(4) an allocation of the level of Federal revenues recommended
in the concurrent resolution among the major sources of such
revenues:

(5) the economic assumptions and objectives which underlie
each of the matters set forth in such concurrent resolution and
alternative economic assumptions and objectives which the com-
mittee considered;

(6) projections, not limited to the following, for the period of
five fiscal years beginning with such fiscal year of the estimated
levels of total budget outays, total new budget outlays, total new
budget authority, the estimated revenues to be received, and the
estimated surplus or deficit, if any, for each fiscal year in such
period, and the estimated levels of tax expenditures (the tax
expenditures budget) by major functional categories;

(7) a statement of any significant changes in the proposed
levels of Federal assistance to State and local governments; and

(8) information, data, and comparisons indicating the manner
in which, and the basis on which, the committee determined each
of the matters set forth in the concurrent resolution, and the rela-
tionship of such matters to other budget categories.

MAfrMTR TO RE INCLUDED IN JOINT STATEMENT OF MANAGERs;

RZPORTS BY COMMITTEE

31 USC 1323. SEc. 30-2. (a) AuLxOATION Or TorALs.-The joint explanatory state-
ment accompanying a conference report on a concurrent resolution on
the budget sha, include an estimated allocation, based upon such
concurrent resolution as recommended ia such conference report. of
the appropriate levels of total budget outlays and total new budget
authority among each committee of the House of Representatives and
the Senate which has jurisdiction over bills and resolutions providing
such new budget authority.

Subdivisions. (b) RrPorm By Com rITzse.-As soon as practicable after a con-
current resolution on the budget is agreed to-

0 (1) the Committee on Appropriations of each House shall, after
consulting with the Committee on Appropriations of the other
House, (A) subdivide among its subcommittees the allocation of
budget outlays and new budget authority allocated to it in the
joint explanatory statement accompanying the conference report
on such concurrent resolution, and (B) further subdivide the
amount with respect to each such subcommittee between con-
trollable amounts and all other amounts; and

(2) every other committee of the House and Senate to which
an allocation was made in such joint explanatory statement shall,
after consulting with the committee or committees of the other
House to which all or part of its allocation was made, (A) sub-
divide such allocation among its subcommittees or among pro-
grams over which it has jurisdiction, and (B) further subdivide
the amount with respect to each subcommittee or program between
controllable amounts and all other amounts.

88 STAT. 306

a
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Each such committee shall promptly report to its House the subdivi- Conrorssionmi
sions made by it pursuant to this subsection. omittes,s

(c) SUBsEQuEMN CoNcumirR RzoOLuTIONs.-In the case of a concur- report of sub
rent resolution on the budget referred to in section 304 or 310, the divisions
allocation wider subsection (a) and the subdivisions under subsection
(b) shall be reqtured only to the extent necesary to take into account
revisions made in the most recently agreed to concurrent resolution
on the budget.

nFRST CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON THr BUDGET MUBT 33 ADOPTED DoZR
LEMISLATION PROVIDING NEW BUDGET AVTORrTY, NEW SFZNDIWG
AUTHORITY, Ol CHANGE& IN REVENUES OR FUDUC DEBT uxrr is COX-
AIDERED

Szc. 303. (a) IN Gzwuai--It shall not be in order in either the
House of Representatives or the Senate to consider any bill or resolu-
tion (or amendment thereto) which provides--

(1) new budget authority for a fiscal year;
(2) an increase or decrease in revenues to become effective

during a fiscal year;
(3) an increase or decrease in the public debt limit to become

effective during a fiscal year; or
(4) new spending authority described in section 401(c) (2) (C)

to become effective during a fiscal year;
until the first concurrent resolution on the budget for such year has
been agreed to pursuant to section 301.

(b) Exczrrzoxs.-Subsection (a) does not apply to any bill or
resolution-

(1) providing new budget authority which first becomes avail-
able in a fiscal year following the fiscal year to which the con-
current resolution applies; or

(2) increasing or decreasing revenues which first become effec-
tive in a fiscal year following the fiscal year to which the con-
current resolution applies.

(c) WAIVER IN THE SENATE.-
(1) The committee of the Senate which reports any bill or res-

olution to which subsection (a) applies may at or after the time it
reports such bill or resolution, report a resolution to the Senate
(A) providing for tile waiver of subsection (a) with respect to
such bill or resolution, and (B) stating the reasons why the
waiver is necessary. The resolution shall then be referred to the
Committee on the Budget of the Senate. That committee shall
report the resolution to the Senate within 10 days after the res-
olution is referred to it (not counting any day on which the
Senate is not in session) beginning with the day following the day
on which it is so referred, accompanied by that committee's rec-
omniendations and reasons for such recommendations with respect
to the resolution. If the committee does not report the resolution
within such 10-day period, it shall automatically be discharged
from further consideration of the resolution and the resolution
shall be placed on the calendar.

(2) During the consideration of any such resolution, debate
shall be limited to one hour, to be equally divided between, and
controlled by, the majority leader and minority lead: or their

ign and the time on any debatable motion or appeal shall
be hmi to twenty minutes, to be equally divided between, and
controlled by, the mover and the manager of the resolution. In the
event the manager of the resolution is hi favor of any such motion

31 USC 1324,

Resolution
reote rml.
Report to

lsomto ,ti

Soiatt In*limtation,
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or appeal, the time in opposition thereto shall be controlled by the
minority leader or his designee. Such leaders, or either of them,
may, from the time under their control on the passage of such
resolution, allot additional time to any Senator during the con-
sideration of any debatable motion or appeal. No amendment to
the resolution is in order.

(3) If, after the Committee on the Budget has reported (or
been discharged from further consideration of) the resolution,
the Senate agrees to the resolution, then subsection (a) of this
section shall not apply with respect to the bill or resolution to
which the resolution so agreed to applies.

PERMISS'BLE REVISIONS OF CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS OF THE BUDGET

31 USC 1325. SEC. 304. At any time after the first concurrent resolution on the
budget for a fiscal year has been agreed to pursuant to section 301, and
before the end of such fiscal year, the two Houses may adopt a con-
current resolution on the budget which revises the concurrent resolu-
tion on the budget for such fiscal year most recently agreed to.

PROVISIONS RELATING TO THlE CONSIDERATION Or CONCURRENT

RESOLUTIONS ON THE BUDGET

31 USC 1326. SEC. 305. (a) PRocEzDuR Ix HOUSE tP REPRESENTATIVES AFE
REPORr or Coxmrrr=.; DurATL-

(1) When the Committee on the Budget of the House has
reported any concurrent resolution on the budget, it is in order
at any time after the tenth day (excluding Saturdays, Sundays,
and legal holidays) following the day on which the report upon
such resolution has been available to Members of the House (even
though a previous motion to the same effect has been disagreed
to) to move to proceed to the consideration of the concurrent reso-
lution. The motion is highly privileged and is not debatable. An
amendment to the motion is not in order, and it is not in order to
move to reconsider the vote by which the motion is agreed to or
disagreed to.

Debate, tim (2) General debate on any concurrent resolution on the budget
limitation, in the House of Representatives shall be limited to not more than

10 hours, which shall be divided equally between the majority and
minority parties. A motion further to limit debate is not debat-
rble. A motion to recommit the concurrent resolution is not in
order, and it is not in order to move to reconsider the vote by
which the concurrent resolution is agreed to or disagreed to.

(3) Consideration of any concurrent resolution on the budget
by the House of Representatives shall be in the Committ4* of the
Whole, and the resolution shall be read for amendment under the
five-minute rule in accordance with the applicable provisions of
rule XXIII of the Rules of the Ilouse of Representatives. After
the Committee rLes and reports the resolution back to the House,
the previous question shall be considered as ordered on the reso-
lution and any amendments thereto to final pa..age without inter-
vening motion; except that it shall be in order at any time prior
to final passage (notwithstanding any other rule or provision of
law) to adopt an amendment (or a series of amendments) chang-
ing any figure or figures in the resolution as so reported to the
extent necessary to achieve mathematical consistency.

6,
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(4) Debate in the House of Representatives on the conference Debate, tim
report or anly concurrent resolution on the budget shall be limited limitation.
to not wore than 5 hours, which shall be divided equally between
the majority and minority parties. A motion further to limit
debate is not debatable. A motion to recommit the conference
report is not in order, and it is not in order to move to reconsider
the vote by which the conference report is agreed to or dis-
agreed to.

(5) Mot ions to postpone, made with respect to the consideration
of any concurrent resolution on the budget, and motions to pro-
ceed to the consideration of other business., shall be decided with-
out debate.

(6) Appeals from the decisions of the (Chair relating to the
application of the Rules of the House of Representatives to the
procedure relating to any concurrent resolution on the budget
shall he decided without debate.

(b) PRCOX-F.UD r IN SENATE ATER R~rorr or Commrr-E; DFwwr;
A• N ENI)ME:NTS.--

(1) 1D-bate in the Q*enate on any concurrent resolution on the Dbate, time
budget, and all amendments thereto and debatable motions and limitation.
appeals in connection therewith, shall be limited to not more
than 50 hours, except that, with respect to the second required
concurre;it resolution referred to in section 310(a). all such debate
shall be limited to not more tian 15 hours. The time shall be
equally divided between, and controlled by, the majority leader
and the minority leader or their designees.

(2) Debate in the Senate on any amendment to a concurrent
resolution oin the budget shall be limited to 2 hours, to be equally
divided between, and controlled by, the mover and the manager
of the concurrent resolution, asid debate on any amendment to an
amendment. debatable motion, or appeal shall be limited to 1 hour,
to be equally divided between, and controlled by, the mover and
the manager of the concurrent resolution, except that in the event
the manager of the concurrent resolution is in favor of any such
amendment, motion, or appeal, the time in opposition thereto
shall be controlled by the minority leader or his designee. No
amendinent that is not germane to the provisions of such con-
current resolution shall be received. Such leaders, or either of
them. may. from the time under their control on the passage of
the eoicurrent resolution, allot additional time to any Senator
during the consideration of any amendment, debatable motion,
or appeal.

(3) A motion to further limit debate is not debatable. A
motion to recommit (except a motion to recommit with instruc-
tions to report back within a specified number of days, not to
exceed 3. not counting any day on which the Senate is not in
session) is not in order. Debate on any such motion to recommit
shall be limited to 1 hour, to be equally divided between, and
controlled by, the mover and the manager of the concurrejnt
resolution.

(4) Notwithstanding any other rule. an amendment, or series
of amendments, to a concurrent resolution on the budget proposed
in the Senate shall always be in order if such amendment or series
of amendments proposes to change any figure or figures then con-
taiiied in such concurrent resolution so as to make such concurrent
resolution mathematically consistent or so as to maintain such
consistency.
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Debate, time
limitation.

Confe renoe re-
port, submt-,
tal to Corgress.

(e) AL-noN ox CoxnmWcz RIoTsm IN TUl SENATL-
(1) The conference report on any concurrent resolution on the

budget shall be in order in the Senate at any time after the third
day (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays) follow-
ing the day on which such a conference report is reported and is
available to Members of the Senate. A motion to proceed to the
consideration of the conference report may be made even though a
previous motion to the same effect has been disagreed to.

(2) During the consideration in the Senate of the conference
report on any concurrent resolution on the budget, debate shall be
limited to 10 hours, to be equally divided between, rad controlled
by, the majority leader and minority leader or their designees.
Debate on any debatable motion or appeal related to the confer-
ence report shall be limited to I hour, to be equally divided
between, and controlled by, the mover and the manager of the
conference report.

(3) Should the conference report be defeated, debate on any
r.x'lest for a new conference aud the appointment of conferees
shall be limited to 1 hour, to be equally divided between, and
controlled by, the manager of the conference report and the
minority leader or his designee, and should any motion be made
to instruct the conferees before the conferees are named, debate
on such motion shall be limited to one-half hour, to be equally
divided between, and controlled by. the mover and the manager
of the conference report. Debate on any amendment to any such
instructions shall be limited to 20 minutes, to be equally divided
between and c.mitrolled by the mover and the manager of the con-
fereace report. In all cases when the manager of the conference
report is in favor of any motion, appeal, or amendment, the time
in opposition shall be under the control of the minority leader or
his designee.

(4) In any case in which there are amendments in disagree-
ment, time on each amendment shall be limited to 30 minutes, to
be equally divided between, and controlled by, the manager of the
conference report and the minority leader or his designee. No
amendment that is not genrane to the provisions of such amend-
m.ets shall be received.

(d) I;Quivmrn ArinoN BY CoNML.'V.. CoxMirrmz.-If, at the end of
7 days (excluding Saturdays, Sundays. and legal holidays) after the
clnferees of both Houses have been appointed to a committee of con-
ference on a concurrent resolution on the budget, the conferees are
unable to reach agreement with respect to all matters in di.'iagiement
between the two Houses. then the conferees shall submit to their
resi*ctive Houses, on the first day thereafter on which their House
is in session-

(1) a conference report recommending thobe matters on which
they have agreed and reporting in disagreement those matters on
which they have not agreed; or

(2) a conference report in disagreement, if the matter in dis-
agreement is an amendment which strikes out the entire text of
the concurrent resolution and inserts a substitute text.

(e) CONCURENT RsoLuriox MusT Bz Co.XSISTNT IN THE SZN-
.Ir.-It shall not be in order in the Senate to vote on the question of
agreeing to--

(1) a concurrent resolution on the budget wiless the figures theu
contained in such resolution are mathematically consistent; or

(2) a conference report on a concurrent resolution on the budget
unless the figures contained in such resolution, as recommended
in such conference report, are mathematically consistent.

86 STAT. 312

a
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LEGISLATION DIALING WITH (ONGREMONAL BUDGET MUST DR IL&Z DLW
BY aunoar coBUDGET

Swc. 306. No bill or resolution, and no amendment to any bill or 31 WC 1327.
resolution, dealing with any matter which is within the jurisdiction
of the Committee on the Budget of either House shall be considered
in that House unless it is a bill or resolution which has been reported
by the ('onunittee on the Budget of that House (or from the considera-
tion of which such committee has been discharged) or unless it is an
amendment to such a bill or resolution.

IOUSE COMMrrrE AION ON ALL APROPRIATION BLiA TO BE COMPLZErU
DEFORN FIRST AFRORIATIOX BILL 18 REOrTE

Src. 307. Prior to reporting the first regular appropriation bill for 31 USC 1328.
each fiscal year, the Committee on Appropriations of the House of
Representatives shall, to the extent practicable, complete subcommit-
tee markup and full committee action on all regular appropriation
bills for that year and submit to the House a summary report compar- sumay reports
ing the committee's recon-nendations with the appropriate levels of subtta to
budget outlays and new budget authority as set forth in the most House.
recently agreed to concurrent resolution on the budget for that year.

REPORTl, SUMMARIES, AND PROJECTiONS Or CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
ACTIONS

Sea. 308. (a) Reronrs oN LEIsLATIox PROVIDING Nzw BuDorr 31 usc 132.
AUroRITY (on TAX Exmpiwrmua.-Whenever a committee of either
House reports a bill or resolution to its House providing new budget
authority (other than continuing appropriations) or new or increased
tax expenditures for a fiscal year, the report accompanying that bill contents.
or resolution shall contain a statement, prepared after consultation
with the Director of the Congressional Budget Office, detailing-

(1) in the case of a bill or resolution providing new budget
authority-

(A) how the new budget authority provided in that bill
or resolution compares with the new budget authority set
forth in the most recently agreed to concurrent resolution
on the budget for such fiscal year and the reports submitted
under section 90-2;

(B) a projection for the period of 5 fiscal years begin-
ningwith such fiscal year of budget outlays, associated with
the budget authority provided in that bill or resolution, in
each fiscal year in such period: and

(C) the new budget authority, and budget outlays result-
ing therefrom, provided by that bill or resolution for finan-
cia assistance to State and local governments; and

(2) in the case of a bill or resolution providing new or increased
tax expenditures-

(A) how the new or increased tax expenditures provided in
that bill or resolution will affect the levels of tax expenditures
under existing law as set forth in the report accompanying
the first concurrent resolution on the budgt for such fiscal
year, or, if a report accompanying a subsequently agreed to
concurrent resolution for such year sets forth such levels,
then as set forth in that report; and

(B) a projection for the period of 5 fiscal years begining
with such fiscal year of the tax expenditures which will result
from that bill or resolution in each fiscal year in such period.
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No projection shall be required for a fiscal year under paragraph (1)
(B) or (2) (B) if the committee determines that a projection for that
fiscal year is impracticable and states in its report the reason for such
impracticability.

(b) Ur-To-DAmz TAnuLATiox or CoN mioS-NAL BuIur AcrnoNs.-
Periodio re- The Director of the Congressional Budget Office shall issue periodic
ports. reports detailing and tabulating the progress of congressional action

on bills and resolutions provide new budget authority and changing
Contents. revenues and the public debt limit for a fiscal year. Such reports shall

include, but are not limited to-
(1) an up-to-date tabulation comparing the new budget author-

ity for such fiscal year in bills and resolutions on which Congress
has completed action and estimated outlays, associated with such
new budget authority, during such fiscal year to the new budget
authority and estimated outlays set forth in the most recently
agreed to concurrent resolution on the budget for such fiscal year
and the reports submitted under section 302;

(2) an up-to-date status report on all bills and resolutions pro-
viding new budget authority and changing revenues and the
public debt limit for such fiscal year in both HIouis;

(3) an up-to-date comparison of the appropriate level of reve-
nues contained in the most recently agreed to concurrent resolu-
tion on the budget for such fiscal year with the latest estimate of
revenues for such year (including new revenues anticipated
during such year under bills and resolutions on which the Con-
gress has completed action).; and

(4) an up-to-date comparison of the appropriate level of the
public debt contained in the most recently agreed to concurrent
resolution on the budget for such fiscal year with the latest esti-
mate of the public debt during such fiscal year.

Report. (c) Fivz-Y.eAPR PoIrzoN or CONGRESSIONAL BMu=Xr AurToN.-As
soon as practicable ,.ter the beginning of each fiscal year, the Director
of the Congressional Budget Office shall issue a report projecting for
the period of 5 fiscal years beginning with such fiscal year-

(1) total new budget authority and total budget outlays for
each fiscal year in such period;

,(2) revenues to be received and the major sources thereof, and
the surplus or deficit, if any, for each fiscal year in such period;
and

(3) tax expenditures for each fiscal year in such period.

COMPLETION or ACTON ON BILL8 PROVIDING NEW BUDGET AUTHORITY
AND CERTAIN NEW SPENDING AUTHORITY

31 USc 1330. Szc. 309. Except as otherwise provided pursuant to this title, not
later than the seventh day after Labor Dal of each year, the Congress
shall complete action on all bills and resolutions-

(1) providing new budget authority for the fiscal year begin-
ning on October 1 of such year, other than supplemental, defi-
ciency, and contuing appropriation bills and resolutions, and
other than the reconciliation bill for such year, if required to be
reported under section 310(c); and

(2) providing new spending authority described in section 401
(c) (2) (C) which is to become effective during such fiscal year.

Paragraph (1) shall not apply to any bill or resolution if legislation
authorizing the enactment of new budget authority to be provided in
such bill or resolution has not been timely enacted.
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SECOND REQUIRED CONCURRENT RESOLUTION AND RECONCILIATION
PROCE68

Src. 310. (a) REpowrrIwo OF CONCURRENT ROsOLtrrIoN.-The CoM- 31 USeC 1331,
mittee on the Budget of each House shall report to its House a con-
current resolution on the budget which reaffirms or revises the
concurrent resolution on the budget most recently agreed to with
respect to the fiscal year beginning on October I of such year. Any such
concurrent resolution on the budget shall also, to the extent neces-

a -(I) speIfythe total amount by which-

(A) new budget authority for such fiscal year;
(B) budget authority initially provided for prior fiscal

years; and
((Q) new spending authority described in section 401 (c) (2)

(C) *hich is to become effective during such fiscal year,
contained In laws, bills, and resolutions within the jurisdiction
of a committee, is to be changed and direct that committee to
determine and recommend changes to accomplish a change of
such total amount;

(2) specify th*. total amount by which revenues are to be
changed and direct that the committees having jurisdiction to
determine'and recommend changes in the revenue laws, bills, and
resolutions to accomplish a change of such total amount;

(3) specify the amount by which the statutory limit on thepublic debt Is to be changed and direct the committees having
jurisdiction to recommend such change; or

(4) specify and direct any combination of the matters described
In paragraphs (1), (2),.and (8).

Any such concurrent resolution may be reported, and the report rlins.
accompanying it may be filed, in either House notwithstanding that
thfat House is not in session on the day on which such concurrent
resolution is reported.

(b) COMPLErTON OF ACTION ON CONCURRENT RFMoLrroN.-Not later
than September 15 of each year, the Congress shall complete action
on the concurrent resolution on the budget referred to in subsection
(0)0

(c) RECONCILIATION PsocZs.-If a concurrent resolution is agreed
to in accordance with subsection (a) containing directions to one or
more committees to determine and recommend changes in laws, bills,
or resolutions, and-

(1) only one committee of the House or the Senate is directed to
determine and recommend changes, that committee shall promptly
make such determination and recommendations and report to its
House a reconciliation bill or reconciliation resolution, or both,
contaiNng such recommendations; or

(2) more than one committee of the House or the Senate is
directed to determine and recommend changes, each such com-
mittee so directed shall promptly make such determination and
recommendations whether such changes are to be contained in a
reconciliation bill or reconciliation resolution, and submit such
recommendations to the Committee on the Budget of its House,
which upon receiving all such recommendations, shall report to
its House a reconciliation bill or reconciliation resolution, or both,
carrying out all such recommendations without any substantive
revision.
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For purposes of this subsection a reconciliation resolution is a con-
current resolution directing the blerk of the House of Representatives
or the Secretary of the Senate, as the case may be, to make specified
changes in bills and resolutions which have not been enrolled.

(d) COMPLETION Or RCNcILIATION Paocass.-Congress shall com-
plete action on any reconciliation bill or reconciliation resolution
reported under subsection (c) not later than September 25 of each
year.

(e) PROCEDuRE IN THE SENATE.-
(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), the provisions of

section 805 for the consideration in the Senate of concurrent reso-
lutions on the budget and conference reports thereon shall also
apply to the consideration In the Senate of reconciliation bills and
reconciliation resolutions reported under subsection (c) and con-
ference reports thereon.

(2) Debate in the Senate on any reconciliation bill or resolu-
tion reported under subsection (cT, and all amendments thereto
and debatable motions and appeals in connection therewith, shall
be limited to not more than 2 hours.

(f) CONURaZa MAY NOT An_ ouuw UNTIL AMOON Is CoxMLm.--It
4lhall not be in order in either the House of Representatives or the

4ennate to consider any resolution providing for the adjournment sins
die of either House unless action has been completed on the concurrent
tesolutio, on the budget required to be reported under subsection (a)
for the fiscal year benning on October 1 of such year, and, if a
reconciliation bill or resolution, or both, is required to be reportedtnder subsection (c) for such fiscal year, unless the Congres has com-
I)leted action on that bill or resolution, or both.

NEW BUDGET ATORITY, NEW SPENDING AUTHORITY AND RMNUZ
LP.ISLATION KUST BE WITHIN APPROPRIATE IANZ

31 u30 1332. LSA%. 811. (a) LEGISLATION SuTwr TO POINT or Onmae-After the
Congress has completed action on the concurrent resolution on the
budget required to be reported under section 810(a) for a fiscal year,
and, if a reconciliation bill or resolution, or both, for such fiscal year
are required to be reported under section 810(c), after that bill his
been enacted into law or that resolution has beea agreed to it shall
not be in order in either the Houwe of Representatives or the Senate to
consider any bill, resolution, or amendment providing additional new
budget attthority for such fiscal year, providing new spending author.
ity described in section 401(c) (2)(C) to become effective during such
fiscal year, or reducing revenues for such fiscal year, or any confer-
ence reprt on any such bill or resolution, if-

(1) the enactment of such bill or resolution as reported;
(2) the adoption and enactment, of such amendment; or
(8) the enactment of such bill or resolution in the form recom-

mended in such conference report;
would cause the appropriate level of total new budget authority or
total budget outlays set forth In the most recently agreed to concur-
rent resolution on the budget for such fiscal year to be exceeded, or
would cause revenues to be less than the appropriate level of revenues
set forth in such concurrent resolution.

(b) DoTRmNATion Or OUTLAYS AND Rzvumma--For purposes of
subsection (a), the budget outlays to be made during a fiscal year and
revenues to be received Auring a fiscal year shall be detemined on the
basis of estimates made by the Committee on the Budget of the House
of Representatives or the Senate, as the case may be.
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TITLE IV-ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS TO IMPROVE
FISCAL PROCEDURES

K! nOVIDINOG NW B oNDINGO AUTORlrT

So. 401. (a) LzosunoN PiovmiNo CoNucor on BoRRowING 31 U0 1352.
Aunrnoaer.--It shall not be in order in either the House of Represent-
atives or the Senate to consider any bill or resolution which provides
new spending authority described in subsection (c) (2) (A) or (B)
(or any amendment which provides such new spending authority),
unlm that bill, resolution, or amendment also provides that such
new spending authority is to be effective for any fiscal year only to
such extent or in such amounts as are provided in appropriation Act&

(b) LzosiTnOrio PRovmWIo ENnmTUmT Aurodt r.--
(1) It shall not be in order in either the House of Repreenta-

tives or the Senate to consider any bill or resolution which pro.
videos new spending authority described in subsection (c){(2) (C)
(or any amendment which provides such new spending authority)
which is to become effective before the first day of the fiscal year
which begins during the calendar year in which such bill or re-
olution is reported.

(2) If any committee of the House of Representatives or the
Senate reports any bill or resolution whichprovides new spending
authority described in subsection (c) (2)(S) which isto become
effective during a fiscal yoe and the amount of new budget author-
ity which will 5e required for such fiscal year if such bill or resolu-
tion is enacted as so reported exceeds the appropriate allocation of
now budget authority reported under action 609(b).inconnection
with the most recently agreed. to concurrent resolution on the
budget for such fiscal year, such bill or resolution shall then be R.ate mato
referred to the Committee on Appropriations of that House with Appropiatlono
instructions to report it, with the committee's recommendations, omnlttkO*o
within.15 calendar dals (not counting any day on which that
House is not in session) beginning with the% y following the day
on which it is so referred. If the Committee on Appropriations of Dioos, trw.
either House fails to report a bill or resolution referred to it under oonsidention.
this paragrph within such 15-day period, the committee shall
automatically be discharged from further consideration of such
bill or resolution and such bill or resolution shall be placed on the Posment on
appropriate calendar. o a1ndw.

(8) The Committee on Appropriations of each House shall have committee.
jurisdiction to report any bill or resolution referred to it under Juriedotleon.
paragraph (2) with an amendment which limits the total amount
of new spending authority provided in such bill or resolution.

(c) DznxmoNs.-
(1) For purposes of this section, the term "now spending

authority" means spending authority not provided by law on the
effective date of this section, including any incrge hi addition
to spending authorityprovi by law on isch date.
(2) For purpoopa ph (1),theterm "spending author-

ity" means authority wherer temporary or permanent)-
(A) to enter into contracts under which the United States

is obligated to make outlay the budget authority for which
isnot provided in advance byappropriation Acts*

(B) to incur Indebtednes (other than Indebtedness
incurred under the Second Liberty.Bond Act) for the repay. 40 Stt. f20.
ment of which the United Stateis ihliable, the bdget authority S3 WO 774,
for which is not provided in advance by appropriation Acts;
and
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(C) to make payments (including loans and grants), thie
budget authority for which is not provided for in advance
by appropriation Acts, to any person or government if, under
the provisions of the law containing such authority, the
United States is obligated to make su payments to persons
or governments who meet the requirements established by such
law.

Such term does not include authority to insure or guarantee the
repayment of indebtedness incurred by another person or govern-
ment.

(d) EXCuErMONS.-
(1) Subsections (a) and (b) shall not apply to new pending

authority if the budget authority for outlays which will result
from such new spending authority is derived--

(A) from a trust fund established by the Social Security
49 Stat. 620. Act (as in effect on the date of the enactment of this Act);
42 USO 1305o or

(B) from any other trust fund, 90 percent or more of the
receipts of which consist or will consist of amounts (trans-
ferredfrom the general fund of the Treasury) equivalent to
amounts of taxes (related to the purposes for which such
outlays are or will be made) received in the Treasury under

66A Stat. 3, specified provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
28 USO 1 gj.A. (2) Subsections (a) and (b) shall not apply to newsaending

authority which is an amendment to or extension of the State
88 Stat. 919. and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972, or a continuation of
31 USO 1221 note. the program of fiscal assistance to State and local governments

provided by that Act, to the extent so provided in the bill or
resolution providing such authority.

(8) Subsections (a) and (b) shall not apply to new spending
authority to the extent that-

(A) the outlays resulting therefrom are made by an orga.
nization which s (1) a mixed-ownership Government corpo.
ration (as defined in action 201 of the Government

59 State. 80 Corporation Control Act), or (iH) a wholly owned Govern-
87 Stat. 1005. ment corporation (as defined in section 101 of such Act)
31 Vo 560. which is specifically exempted by law from compliance with
59 State. 7 any or all of the provisions of that Act; or
86 Stat. 1274. (B) the outlays resulting therefrom consist exclusively of
31 V3S 848. the proceeds of gifts or beWquests made to the United States

for a specific purpose.

SORTING OF AUTHORIZINO LEGISLATION

31 USo 1352. Szc. 402..(a) REQMRED ERoarnNo DATL-Except as otherwise pro.
vided in this section, it shall not be in order in either the House of
Representatives or the Senate to consider any bill or resolution which,
directly or indirectly, authorizes the enactment of new budget author-
ity for a fiscal year, unless that bill or resolution is reported In the
House or the Senate, as the case may be, on or before May 15 preced-
In the beginning of such fiscal year.

(b) EMEGNCY WAIVM IN HousL-If the Committee on Rules
of the House of Representatives determines that emergency conditions
require a waiver of subsection (a) with respect to any bill or resolu-
tion, such committee may report, and the House may consider and
adopt, a resolution waiving the application of subsection (a) in the
case of such bill or resolution.

t88 STAT. 318
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(C) WAIVER IN THE SENATE.-
(1) The committee of the Senate which reports any bill or

resolution may, at or after the time it reports such bill or resolu-
tion, report a resolution to the Senate (A) providing for the
waiver of subsection (a) with respect to such bill or resolution,
and (B) stating the reasons why the waiver is necessary. The Rternl to
resolution shall then be referred to the Committee on the Budget Budget COmmit-
of the Senate. That committee shall report the resolution to the tee,
Senate, within 10 days after the resolution is referred to it (not Report to Son-
counting any day on which the Senate is not in session) beginning ate*
with the day following the day on which it is so referred accom-
panied by that committee's recommendations and reasons for such
recommendations with respect to the resolution. If the committee Disoharge fmo
does not report the resolution within such 10-day period, it shall ooruideratloa.
automatically be discharged from further consid-eration of the
resolution and the resolution shall be placed on the calendar. Phaosment on

(2) During the consideration of any such resolution, debate oaledar.
shall be limited to one hour, to be equally divided between, and Debate# tim
controlled by the majority leader and the minority leader or their limitation.
designees, and the time on any debatable motion or appeal shall be
limited to 20 minutes, to be equally divided between, and con-
trolled by, the mover and the manager of the resolution. In the
event the manager of the resolution is in favor of any such motion
or appeal, the time in opposition thereto sha'l be controlled by
the minority leader or his designee. Such leaders or either of
them, may, from the time under their control on the passage of
such resolution, allot additional time to any Senator Suring the
consideration of any debatable motion or appeal. No amendment
to the resolution is in order.

(8) If after the Committee on the Budpt has reported (or
been discharged from further consideration of) the resolution, the
Senate agrees to the resolution, then subsection (a) of this section
shall not apply with respect to that bill or resolution referred to
in the resolution.

(d) CEwr.TI BiLLB AND RESOLUTIONS REcEIvzD FROM OTHER
Housz.-Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (a), if under
that subsection it is in order in the House of Representatives to con-
sider a bill or resolution of the House, then it shall be in order to
consider a companion or similar bill or resolution of the Senate; and if
under that subsection it is in order in the Senate to consider a bill or
resolution of the Senate then it shall be in order to consider a com-
panion or similar bill of the House of Representatives.

(e) ExczrrioNs.--
(1) Subsection (a) shall not apply with respect to new spend-

ing authority described in section 401(c) (2) (C).
(2) Subsection (a) shall not apply with respect to new budget

authority authorized in a bill or resolution for any provision of
the Social Security Act if such bill or resolution also provides
new spending authority described In section 401(of(2) (C)
which, under section 401(d) (1) (A), is excluded from the appli.
cation of section 401(b).

(f) STUDY or E1srirNo SFZND1o AuMon'r AND PEaMAN•NT
AMoI•PARIoxs.-The Committees on Appropriations of the Hotse of
Representatives and the Senate shall study on a continuing basis those
provisions of law, in effect on the effective date of this section, which
provide spending authority or permanent budget authority. Each Report to
committee shall, from time to time, report to its House its recommen- congress,
dations for terminating or modifying such provkionL
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ANALYSIS BY CONORUONAL, UDOWr OMCE

31 UC 13S3,. Sc. 408. The Director of the Congroeional Budget Office shall, to
the extent practicable, prepare for eich bill or resolution of a public
character reported by any committee of the House of Representatives
or the Senate (except the Committee on Appropriations of each

Sutmttal to House) and submit to such committee-
oonsI.uionA (4) an estimate of the costs which would be incurred in carry-
oondttt..l, ing out such bill or resolution in the fiscal year in which it is to

become effective and in each of the 4 fical years following
such fiscal year, together with the basis for each such estimate;
and

(2) a comparison of the estimate of costs described in pars-
graphA (1) ith any available estimaja of costs made by such
committee or by any Federal aMeOy.

The estimate and comparison so submitted shall be included in thereport accompany ig such bill or resolution if timely submitted to
such committee befom such report is filed.

1)

r

JURISDMTON OF AIIOVEATION6 CooXxzrrz

Sw. 404. (a) Axzxxzwr or Housr Rumns.-Clause 2 of rule XI of
the Rules of the House of Representatives is amended by redesignating
paragraph (b) u paragraph (e) and by inserting after paragraph (a)
the following new paragraphs:

11(M)Rescission of appropriations contained in appropriation Acts
(referred to in section (05 of title 1, United States Code).

"(c) The amount of new spending authority described in section
401 (0)2) (A) and (B) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974
which is to be effective for a fiscal year.

'(d) New spending authority described in section 401(o) (2) (C)
of the Congreflsional Budget Act of 1974 provided in bills and resolu.
tionm referred to the committee under action 401(b) (2) of that Act
(but subject to the provisions of section 401(b) (8) of that Act)."

(b) AZENDMZNT OF SZNATE Ruie.-Subparagraph (c) of para-
graph I of rule XXV of the Standing Rules of the Senate is amended
to read as follows:

"(c) Committee on Appropriations, to which committee shall be
referred all proposledlationd mesags, petitions, memorials, and
other matters relating to the following subjects:

"1. Except as provided in subparagraph (r), appropriation of the
revenue for the support of the Government.

"12. Rescission of appropriations contained in appropriation Acts
(referred to in section 105 of title 1, United States .Coe).

"8. The amount of new spending authority described in section 401
(c) (2) (A) and (B) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 pro-
vded inbills afid resolutions referred to the committee under action
401(b) (2) of that Act (but subject to the provisions of setIon 401(b!) (3 1 of that Act).

'14. New athatnct).e~n authority described in section 401(c)
(2) (C) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 provided in bills
and resolutions refehred to the committee under section 401(b) (9) of
that Act (but subject to the provisions of section 401 (b) (8) of that
Act)."

8S8 STAT. 320

Posts p. 322.
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EXERCISE OF RULMMAKING POWERS

Src. 904. (a) The provisions of this title (except section 905) and of 31 Eo 1301
titles I, III, and IVand the provisions of sections 606, 701, 703, and note.
1017 are enacted by the Congress-

(1) as an exercise of the rulemaking power of 'the House of
Representatives and the Senate, respectively and as such they
shall be considered as part of the rules of each house, respectively,
or of that House to which they specifically apply, and such rules
shall supersede other rules only to the extent that they are incon-
sistent therewith; and

(2) with full recognition of the constitutional right of either
House to change such rules (so far as relating to su&h House) at
any time, in the same manner, and to the same extent as in the
case of any other rule of such House.

(b) Any provision of title III or IV may be waived or suspended Watvvr.
in the Senate by a majority vote of the Members voting, a quorum An pp. 30
being present, or by the unanimous consent of the Senate. -- ,

(c) App•als in the Senate from the decisions of the Chair relating AppeasU,
to any provision of title III or IV or section 1017 shall, except as other.
wise provided therein, be limited to 1 hour, to be equnily divided
between, and controlled by, the mover and the manager of the resolu-
tion, concurrent resolution, reconciliation bill, or reso sion bill, as the
case may be.

* * * * C C C

ý060



APPENDIX C

Tax Expenditures by Function
(Excerpt From the Special Analyses of the Budget of the

United States, pages 207-211)
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THE BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 1980
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Exluio of soci al bsecrt oe

Ift:

OAS fits for i wrk
S.............

One It for dep ett Wd

Excuim of rallrod reirwed
mm wbt ........................

o ulmses w a ata

10 5 5 10 10 10

..... ............... ............... 255 355 365

..... ............... . .............. 180 935 1,020

............... ............... ............... 300 325

............ ... o... oo . ...... ..I.......... I,. ....... " ..... 20

31.5... ,,
315 385

. ..... 5...
450

10
. ..... ..o....

15

3!0
30

20

215 320 355 655 !10 195

345 395 440 4.905

............... ............................. 1,090

............. ........... .... ,.... ...,.... 550

15
1,415

55 120
1,035 215

125 345
985

o.o....o.......

5,320

1,335

610

5
85o
15

5,965

1,625

705

40

135

1,105 8,255 9,595
2,185 2,890 3.120

10 10 * ............... ............... ..............

170 195 220 980 1,065 1,195

....... ......... ...... ............... 515 615 735

....... ............ .............. 4,635 5,455 6,430

....... ............... ............... 130 825 940

....... .............................. 215 215 305
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SPECIAL ANALYSIS G 211

TaI G-1. TAX EXPEDM ITURE ESTIMATES BY FUNCTION-Costmud
(b io don)

Fecal Yus

1971 119 I0, 1918 199 1910

Gommpwpm ftwl

DOdbbft ofity~n bm!il PsR tate
u lio w tame (ohv tan on
-v - homes and

p su) .................................. ............... ............... ............... 9,950 10,935 12,450
Taxr arl f ormpora bom recew*

igmam from *1 m.
u Uned taa pos se
M I ......................................... 685 685 730.

Derral o inter o sato n gs
bends......................................620 615 625

Combi oi oft e poislsapqaterd~m rabee
COWtpis ................................. 825 900 1,010 16,795 18,490 22,270
Exkm of d interest on ste and

c dt ................................. 3,590 4,135 4,695 2,315 2,680 3,045
m u Oft stated kcal

nubusin s taxest.............. .................... ........... .... ............ 15,065 15,915 17,655
Decduct ofy chntbte wntui-

butions .................................... 790 910 1,015 6,540 7,095 7,955

• A,,a mm,, m s • m ,, t •Nin ,u, m $2.5 , . l tt aimnww m am s bn umni u bmm un m 5 isE

0


